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Oregon Area 58 General Assembly 
September 16-18, 2016 

Redmond, OR   - District 5 
 

 

8:00 a.m. Meeting called to order with a moment of silence, followed by the Serenity Prayer, the 
Preamble, Twelve Traditions and Twelve Concepts.   

Introduction of guests, past Delegates, new GSRs and DCMs. 

8:15 a.m. Roll Call by Area Secretary Terri O 

Review of previous minutes, motion to approve 

8:25 a.m. Area Officer Reports   (5minutes each unless otherwise noted): 

o Delegate (untimed*)..……………………….…………………     Reilly K 
o Alternate Delegate (7 minutes*).…...……………………..…    Vera F 
o Area Chairperson (7 minutes*) …….………………..………     Jim F 
o Area Alternate Chair (7 minutes*) ….………………………       Ron W 
o Secretary……………………………………..………………    Terri O 
o Registrar…………………………………… ……….……….    Julie S 
o Alt. Treasurer …………………………… ……………….…    John A 
o Treasurer (untimed)……………………….………..……….    Lauri S 

    *Will include PNC & Officer report. 

 9:20 a.m. Review and reading of Third Legacy Procedure  

 9:25 a.m. Area Elections / Business 

10:00 a.m. Break (please be back in your seats in 15 minutes) 

10:15 a.m. Area Elections / Business 

 

Noon  Break for Lunch 

 

 1:30 p.m. Area Elections / Business 

 3:00 p.m. Break (please be back in your seats in 15 minutes) 

 3:15 p.m. Area Elections / Business 

 

 3:45 p.m. Time Permitting – Service Committee Reports (3 minutes each)   

 4:25 p.m. Assembly Reports (3 min. each):   5/16, 9/16, 11/16, 2/17, 5/17 

 4:45 p.m. Final Treasurer’s Report 

 

 4:55 p.m. Final Chair Announcements 

 5:00 p.m.      Motion to Adjourn 
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Oregon Area Voting Procedures 
 

A motion is made: 
 If it does not receive a second, it dies. After a second, debate is opened. If a registered 

voter calls for the question, a second will be required, or debate resumes. 
 A question must be called in turn at the mike. 
 If the question is seconded a 2/3 majority will end the debate, or debate resumes. 
 If the question is not called, debate will go on until there is no one at the mike. Once 

debate ends, a sense of the group will be taken by simple majority, to vote or table. 
 
A motion is voted on: 

 If it involves expenditure of area funds, the finance committee will be asked to report. It 
requires a 2/3 majority to pass. 

 The losing side will be asked if they wish to speak to their position. The winning side will 
be asked if there is a motion to re-vote, and requires a second. A simple majority is 
required to re-vote. 

 
A motion is reconsidered: 

 Full debate, pro and con is resumed (please limit discussion to only new considerations). 
 The question may again be called, seconded, and requires a 2/3 majority to end debate. 
 A sense of the group may be taken by simple majority, to vote or table. 
 If voted on, the motion must have a 2/3 majority to pass. 

 
Debate has ended. 

 Debate on a tabled motion will be resumed under old business at the next assembly, and 
the voting process will be the same as above. 
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Oregon Area Business Meeting Minutes 
September 17, 2016 

 
Note from Area Secretary: 

The following information is a written record of the business meeting. I have done my best to capture what 

actually happened and get it down on paper for you!  The discussion notes for the motions contain the discussion 

that took place, and should convey a good sense of opinions both for and against the various motions. Any 

amendments of previous minutes shall appear below. Thank you, Terri O. 

 

Call to Order: 
Jim called the meeting to order at 8:14 AM with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. 
Jeanette from the Lebanon Noon Group read the Preamble.  Randy from Sunday Night Rogue River 
read the 12 Traditions. Crystal from Tuesday Night Winners read the 12 Concepts. 
 
Area Chair Announcement: 

 Jim welcomes all New GSR’s and New DCM’s. 

 Past Delegates attending are: Madeleine P. Panel 52-Idaho, Darlene G. Panel 52,-OR,  
Bruce L. Panel 54-OR, Chase B. Panel 62-OR, Mark S. Panel 48- OR, Eric K. Panel 56-OR and  
Gus P. Panel 64-OR. 

 Jim explains to new GSR’s that at this Assembly we switch between Business, Reports and 
Elections.  If this gets confusing or you have questions your experienced DCM’s will be able to 
help you. 

 John is our timer this morning.  
  
Proxies:  
Billy M.-OSCI Santiam, Roberto F.-DRCI Home Away from Home, Robert R.-Federal Corrections 
Institute Sheridan, Scott B.-OSP Mill Creek Group, Casey W.-OYA Freedom Group at Hillcrest Juvenile 
Corrections. 
 
Roll Call:  Secretary Terri O. 
 
Motion to approve minutes from the May 2016 Assembly: 
Motion by Robert, seconded by Sarah. 
By show of hands the May 2016 Minutes were approved. 
 
At the September assemblies, OR Area Business is intermingled with elections. This year positions for Treasurer, 

Alternate Treasurer, Secretary and Registrar are up for election. In these minutes results of the elections are 

mingled with reports and business. 

 
 
Treasurers Condensed Report - we came into this assembly with: 
Cash In bank:     $ 32,748.00     
Q 3 Income:       $ 28,451.10      
Total Funds:       $ 61,199.10       
Q 3 Expenses:     $ 23,110.98  
Ending balance:         $ 38,088.12      
 
Treasurers Report: PASSED 
 
 
 
Area Chair, Jim F., read the Third Legacy voting procedures. 
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Area Officer Reports 
 
The following gave reports (copies attached) 

Delegate………….. Reilly K. 

Alt. Delegate…….. Vera F.  

Area Chair………. Jim F. 

Alt. Chair………… Ron W. 

Registrar………….. 
Treasurer…………. 

Julie S. 
Lauri S. * M/S/P 

Alt. Treasurer……. 
 
PNC Chair……….. 

John A. 
 
Joe S. 

* M/S/P indicates motion was made to approve the report, seconded, and passed. 

(The Secretary was unable to hear the names of who made the motions to approve and who seconded 
the motion.  Additionally, the audio CDs were not able to pick this up.) 
 
Elections: 
Jim F., Area Chair, read the Third Legacy voting procedure found on page S21 of the Service Manual. 
 
Election Results 
At this time we started the elections.  Job descriptions were read for each position and candidates gave 
their service resumes.  Since the elections are held in conjunction with the business meeting, and to 
review the process as it occurred would be, in this secretary’s opinion – too lengthy, unnecessary and 
would impede the clarity and flow of the minutes. Just the results are listed below.  Thank you for 
understanding. 
 

 Treasurer Position: 
o Available were: John A., SJ, Duane, Cherie. 

 Alternate Treasurer Position.  
o Available: Perry R., Dwayne R., Joe S., Cherie, Chuck, Lisa W., Brenda and SJ.  

 Secretary position:  
o Available: Perry, Joe, Dwayne, SJ 

 Registrar position- 
o Chaz, Bob C., Joe, Dwayne, Jenny, Brenda, Cherie, Chuck 

 

  Area Treasurer 2nd vote John A. 

  Alternate Treasurer 4th vote Lisa W. 

  Secretary 2nd vote SJ  

  Registrar To the hat Bob C. 

 
Trustee at Large: Gus P. is available  
 
Dwayne-Dist. 26. Seeing that Gus is the only Past Delegate standing, I’d like to make a motion that we 
have the record show that it was by a unanimous vote. 
 
Jim- do we have a second? No second. 
 
Jim- We don’t know if it’s unanimous if we haven’t had a vote.  
 
Madeleine-Past Delegate explained that when you have one candidate it’s by acclimation.  
By acclamation – Gus was selected as the Trustee at Large candidate from the OR Area. 
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Service Committee Reports    
 
The Following Area Service Committee Chairs gave reports at the Assembly (copies attached). 
 
 

Grapevine Gus P. 

Cooperation w/Professional Community Linda H. 
Hospitals Cheri B. 

Correctional Facilities Kirk S. 
Public Information Patty K, / Cindy S. 

Treatment Facilities Michael L. 
Special Needs and Accessibilities Lisa C. 

Archives James J. 
Web Theron B. 

Newsletter Teresa B. 
Finance Perry R. 

Translation Martha S. 
 
 
 
 
 
Old Business starts on next page. 
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OLD BUSINESS 

Motion #1, TABLED from May 2016 Assembly, discussion notes, followed by APPROVED 2017 budget 

 
Perry R., Finance Chair presented the motion. 
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Perry explained changes from the 2016 budget to the 2017 budget as follows: 

 The Corrections budget changes from $1800 to $1500. The corrections Chair said they won’t 
need the full amount. 

 Correction’s Literature changed from $3800 to $3000. This was just a type-o. There is no actual 
monetary change in their budget. 

 Grapevine budget went from $900 to $1200. The Chair said he was going to be doing a lot of 
traveling. 

 Finance budget increased from $350 to $500. The committee expects more mileage expenses. 

 Public Information-increase from $400 to $700. They are planning to do schools/workshops. 

 Pacific Regional Trustee increase from $0 to $500. This expense is uncured every other year. 

 Regional Travel went from $12,000 to $6330. Not traveling to Hawaii for the Regional Forum. 

 Guidelines is an every other year expense. Planning $1700 for the 2017 printing. 

 Printing increased from $850 to $950.This reflects the actual cost of printing, due to cost 
increases.  

 Postage went from $300 to $100, mainly due to most things distributed via email. 

 Newsletter increased from $520 to $920. Chair wants to put on some workshops. 

 DCMs to Assemblies – this item should have shown $3600 across the board for 2017. 
 
Discussion:  
Question from the floor (no name) please clarify the DCMs to Assemblies. 
 
Perry - clarify this item should have shown $3600 across the board for 2017. 
 
Laura – Her notes showed that the emailed information showed increase from $3900 to $4300. Are you 
saying it’s $3600 across the board? 
 
Perry - Correct. 
 
Robert- under travel - Delegate to GSO funding… what is the $3200.00? Where did this number come 
from? 
 
Perry - it came from an Ad Hoc Committee that actually studied the cost of sending our Delegate to the 
General Service Conference.  
 
Robert - So it’s unclear to me, is that the cost of Reilly’s entire expenses for the conference? 
 
Perry – it’s a donation to GSO. World Services actually pays the Delegate’s expenses. 
 
Robert – so this is a contribution that we make to GSO voluntarily? 
 
Perry – Half of it is a contribution, half is requested by GSO. 
 
Robert – so how was the $1600 determined? If we follow the OR Area Handbook, it says under 
mandatory expenses, that we fund the Delegate the average amount expenses to fund the Delegate to 
the General Service Conference. It was voted on in the past.  The conference coordinator at the GSO 
states the average cost is over $7000. So I’m trying to reconcile what it says in the handbook if this isn’t 
our current practice. 
 
Perry-currently practice is $3200. I have no other information for you, unless you want to make a 
motion.  
 
Robert – ok, I understand. So when the OR Area Guidelines are updated, we will correct that? 
 
Perry – I believe you can take that up with the Chair who reviews the Guidelines. 
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Patty K. – PI Chair, I would like to make a clarification on the PI budget. We are not asking for 
additional money- asking to move money around, $500 from travel budget to literature. Total amount 
still the same. 
 
Teresa- Newsletter, clarify the actual is $950 but doesn’t show on the page. 
 
Perry – correct, the requested change didn’t physically come in before I printed this. So I explained it 
above as a change to $920. 
 
Mike- will report be amended and posted? 
 
Perry – yes it will. 
 
Motion by Lee to approve the 2017 budget. Seconded by Chuck. 
 
All in favor, by show of hands. 
 
Opposed – one 
 
Minority Opinion: Mike, is this the amended report or the wrong report? 
 
Jim – this is the amended report. 
 
Jim: all in favor of approving the Amended 2017 Budget as presented. 
Motion PASSED 
 
The amended 2017 Budget stands as APPROVED. 
 
 

 
The OR Area 2017 APPROVED Budget in on the following page. 
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NEW BUSINESS 

 
Motion # 2 
Presented by: Kirk S., Area Corrections Chair 
 

Motion: 

 To Make a one-time contribution of $300.00 to the First Annual National Corrections 
Conference 
 

Intent/Purpose: 

 To assist the host committee of the conference in getting started. 

 The conference is expected to be self-supporting after the first year. 

 The conference will be held on November 10,11,12 of 2017 in St. Louis, MO 
 

Current Practice: 

 None 
 

Budgetary Impact: 

 A one-time payment of $300.00 
 

 
 
 
 
Discussion on Motion #2 
 
Since this has a budgetary impact let’s check with finance. 
Perry- we have the money and we are above our threshold.  
 
Open for discussion- no one at the mics. 
 
Jim: does the body think this is urgent or administrative? That means we vote on it today. The other 
option is to TABLE this motion and take it back to the groups. 
 
Libbie- can we hear from the motion writer if there is an urgent need for the funds in order to move 
forward? 
 
Kirk – it’s not imperative to have it now. Someone from the committee in MO is out of pocket for the 
hotel reservations. I’m sure they’d like to have it sooner than later, but November will work. So you guys 
decide. 
 
Point of clarification- someone asked if Kirk could explain what is the first Annual National Corrections 
Conference. Is this a part of AA? 
 
Kirk- this came about when I got a call from GSO about a big conference call that would be taking place 
with all the different Area Corrections Chairs. It got narrowed down to about 7 of us that participate in a 
conference call every two weeks. Yes it is all AA, GSO is helping to get it started, but won’t be involved 
beyond that. They will have a representative there, but are not sponsoring it. It is 100% AA. Not to be 
confused with the Corrections Conference we’re having next week in Salem.  
 
Jim – we need to vote if this urgent or administrative and will vote today. 
 
There were those who voted against it being urgent or administrative. 
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Minority opinion:  
 
Jenny – I think anytime it involves money we need to go back to our groups. It’s not until next year 
November, I’d like to see it go back to the groups. 
 
Phil – I don’t know if anyone else has seen the literature and stuff about AA going broke. I volunteer at 
the Deschutes County Jail.  We have more of a problem getting volunteers to go into the jails, than we 
do to create the funds to do so.  I’m curious as to if anyone else is realizing this money crunch? In 
LaPine we’re a small area and don’t have the financial support. Every dollar counts and this $300 
dollars on a national level, personally I don’t support it.  
 
After hearing the Minority Opinion would anyone like to change their vote?  
 
We will vote for this motion. 
All in favor…. All opposed ….unclear. 
 
The question was asked to re-read the motion. 
 
Kirk re-read the motion. 
 
Minority opinion: 
 
Willy - wants to go back to the groups 
 
Sarah- we should take this back to our home groups. 
 
Chris- Dist 13, if we pass this today, we miss an opportunity to speak to our groups about what the 
National Corrections Conference is. It’s 2017, we have a whole year before it happens. 
 
Vera Dist 13 – back to groups  
 
Kristofer- Back to groups so they can learn 
 
Cindy- back to groups,  
 
Faye- Dist 27, did we already vote on if it’s urgent or administrative? (Jim-yes.)  
Someone stepped to the mic for clarification. If someone is here as an Alternate GSR and the GSR is 
not here, then the Alternate GSR has a vote. 
 
Jim-Yes that is correct. 
 
Someone stepped to the mic, Point of Order, Minority on the motion. Have we already decided if this is 
urgent/administrative or are we voting on the motion? 
 
Jim -We were hearing the Minority Opinion. 
 
Jim – after hearing the Minority Opinion does anyone want to change their vote? 
We have several hands. We are going to vote re-vote.   
All in favor of revoting on the motion raise your hands. 
By show of hands we will not revote. 
 
The motion stands as PASSED.  
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NEW BUSINESS - Motion #3 
 

Presented by District 6 
 

Motion:  

 Have the Oregon Area create a Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous (YPAA) Committee and 
appoint a North and South Chair as additional positions to the Area Committee. 

 

Intent/Purpose:  

 To create and foster better linkages and unity with Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous 
committees in the Oregon Area Service Structure. 

 

Current Practice:  

 Currently the Oregon Area does not have a Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous Committee 
or Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous Chair positions. 

  

Budgetary Impact:  

 Use the standard Oregon Area Committee budget as follows: 
 

 Travel to Assemblies for 2 positions  

 (North & South Chair - $160 x 4 x 2 =  $1,280 

 Non Assembly Travel  -                           $250 

 Printing -                                                  $100 

 ====== 

 Total -                                                    $1,630 
 

Jim - Since this has a budgetary impact, we will have our Finance Chair come to the mic. 
 
Perry – we have the money, we’re above our threshold 
 
Motion seconded by BJ, Dist 36. 
 
Discussion on Motion #3 
 
Margie, Portland – I could not see the motion or hear it from where we are sitting. I ask that it be read 
again. 
 
Jim – read the motion again. 
 
Laura-good idea, back to groups since we’re looking at continued funding year after year. 
 
Reilly- no district committee for the Area to serve. There is comparable committee at the Area to serve, 
nor at GSO. There is an International Advisory Council of YPAA that serves as a complimentary liaison 
with GSO, with young people’s groups all over the country and is available to contact and work with any 
young people’s groups. This already exists at the international level. 
 
Lisa K - I’m a GSR for Young People’s Sexual Diversity Round Table meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous      
where anyone is welcome. Because we do have young people’s meetings, what would be different? 
What is non assembly travel? What would this bring to the Young People in AA? 
 
Chaz- district had discussions earlier this year about helping YPAA to bring service to Area, to generate 
information and interest in general service with young people in AA. Non assembly travel is for 
committee chairs to go to YPAA committee meetings, and YPAA committee events that are happening 
outside of the assembly and reimburse them for that travel.  
Angie-Dist 24, respectfully there are similar positions is other Areas where there is YPAA 
representation at the Area level. I think this is really important and would be really valuable to OR Area. 
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YPAA is a huge resource when it comes to volunteers, outreach and a lot of really important stuff we do 
here at the Area. Frankly, I think there’s been a lot of asking of YPAA without bringing YPAA into the 
fold. I’ve been involved in YPAA and we just recently hosted the Western Area Conference here in 
Portland. When we ask to make an announcement about it at the Area we were told we could do so 
only if there was time after every other Area, PNC and Intergroup report and announcements. I don’t 
think this shows that we want YPAA to be involved. This is a great way to leverage the YPAA 
committees that are across Oregon. I think this is a really great motion. 
 
Kenji – Alt DCM for Dist 6, This Area saved his life when it comes to service. Chaz and I started this 
discussion in a breakout session in Gold Beach. We wanted to learn more about what it meant to 
change the pamphlet and there’s more specific language about being in general service. So I reached 
out to Area 27 who was actually putting in that information (correct me if I’m wrong). They were saying 
that there was this integration in Louisiana with their general service in their Area and the young people 
in AA.   How they work together to promote YPAA. They’re bidding for ICYPAA every year. They are 
working together as a unit young and old together for a unified goal. What I think is important is that we 
model something like that. That we work together, we bring the voice of YPAA into the service structure 
of OR Area. I was talking to some of my friends earlier and I think it’s amazing how well the OR Area 58 
is organized. This service structure will hopefully and probably be here until the day that I die.  I will 
hope to serve it until the day I die. But one thing is, I’d like to see YPAA get in on that structure instead 
of its little bit of disorganized and chaotic self. We can use the structure that OR Area 58 has to get our 
foot in the door, then encourage others of all ages to be of service to spread the message to people of 
all ages. 
 
David- Dist 9, I actually want to share a quick story. Last week at our meeting we had a girl who was 17 
or 18. She started sharing and I thought you can’t really be the same kind of alcoholic as I am. I had 
that unconscious bias. Then I heard her talk and I realized that, oh yea, you’re an alcoholic. Then I was 
so glad that there was another young person there so she didn’t feel alone and weird with that. It just 
made me feel a lot of admiration for young people in AA. The 12 and 12 talks about how in the 
beginning the Big Book was for the last gaspers. But we’ve been able to raise the bottom. We see that 
a lot in Portland. This young people’s community pulls people in, it helps people find recovery. I wish I 
had that in my life. So I think we have the budget. I would very proud to put our money into this. It 
sounds like a thought out way to strengthen and organize young people in AA. 
  
Mike- ICYPAA (International Conference of Young People in AA) I just need some clarification. Will 
YPAA work with ICYPAA and WACYPAA and OSYPAA and other YPAAs? If you’re going to separate 
the two then you’re kind of divided. Will they actually work with the other YPAAs? 
 
Jim- just another reminder that when going up to the mic you are timed. You have 2 ½ minutes. 
 
Hanna- clarification how are the other ICYPAA, WACYPAA and the other YPAAs interact. All they all 
part of AA?  
 
Grace- there was one thing that I didn’t really hear and wanted to bring up.  I’m new to this whole GSR 
thing. It completely changed my recovery. I’m also involved with my local YPAA. If there’s anything 
that’s going to help bridge that gap. If there’s anything that will get these young people here, to this 
room at the Area level, is going to invite them to be part of the whole, its good. Decisions made by this 
committee right now, will be affecting us for the next year. So looking at that the people in YPAA are 
going to be affected because they inherit that. I just think it’s very important. 
 
Maggie- Dist 24, YPAA is part of AA. If you write a letter to GSO, they will tell you YES. YPAA is part of 
AA like any other conference is part of AA. YPAA does many things – they host workshops, they have 
meetings, they have events, they do a lot of outreach. They have treatment center commitments. YPAA 
does all the things you are familiar with, just with a little bit of levity about it. Similarly, ICYPAA is 
sanctioned by GSO. They work closely with GSO. YPAA is unequivocally part of AA.  
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Lisa C – I’ve had the opportunity in the last year in southern Oregon and in WACYPAA. I don’t know 
what the answer is to the motion. But I do know that we need to engage our young people. However we 
do it, I think it’s a priority.  
 
BJ- Dist 36, I seconded this motion. I got sober at age 15. I have now been sober over half my life. 
YPAA saved my life. I think this motions is important. I’d like to see it open doors. Whether it’s been 
done before doesn’t matter. I’d like to see us have YPAA up at the table (committee chair table), a 
liaison, a chair person, a committee, whatever capacity so that we aren’t separating YPAA from the 
Area. So it’s not announcements “if there’s time” or involvement “if there’s time.” That we’re a part of 
the group. If you look around the room, there’s a ton of us that the book says 30 and under, but it’s 
more 20 and under. We’re getting sober younger because we’re hitting the bottom sooner. It’s 
important that we’re standing up and taking care of each other. We don’t have to drink we need to send 
the message out sooner. That’s why it’s important to me that I’m doing the work and that we open the 
door to YPAA now. That’s why I seconded the motion. I hope we can get behind it and open the door 
so that maybe we can be the first Area in the United States or wherever, to have a position and lead the 
way. 
 
Ed-GSR, I took my first chip in AA when I was 19 years old. I did this thing until I was 35. But this is my 
first assembly. I’ve been in service in my area. In my area it is very, very strong in young people. In my 
average meeting I’m an older to middle age guy. I’m actually very surprised that there’s not a Chair at 
this assembly for all the young people here. I think that this motion should be passed. 
 
Bryan- Dist. 23, I was 23 when I got sober, YPAA saved his life. I’m a GSR for my group, I will be the 
incoming DCM for Dist. 6. I unquestionably support this motion.  
 
Amber W- Dist. 15, we have corrections at district level, at Intergroup, at the Area. We serve the 
corrections population. We also serve the population in treatment centers, in hospitals. It might sound 
redundant that we have that level of service from District to Intergroup to Area for all those different 
populations. It sounds like we have a lot of people who are willing to step up and be of service to young 
people. To have young people on this floor would allow travel expenses to be compensate for people to 
go out to District 1, District 2, District 3,etc. and start small committees within those areas to cut down 
on travel expenses for young people as a whole. I wanted to break that down a little bit. It looks like if 
there’s young people who want to be of service, this is something we ought to support. 
 
Teresa- I was 25 when got sober. I am very pro young people. I have served on 4 different host 
committees for different conferences. I’ve served on ICYPAA advisory council, I currently serve on 
WACYPAA advisory council. However, I am not in favor of the motion. Only because I’m not clear on 
what services this would provide, aside from what’s already being provided here. I see this as more as 
an outreach position to young people’s community, and specifically as a liaison position with scheduled 
time during the agenda for reports. So I’m wondering if the motion writer is willing to make an 
amendment to make this a liaison position.  I feel that there would be a doubling of efforts for a specific 
committee that we already have. I don’t think that’s helpful to AA. 
 
Tim- this is really interesting discussion. It’s helping me out a lot. I don’t have a definitive answer. 
Sometimes I need to think of all angles. I get really nervous when I come to the mic and this is a 
different angle. When I take my own inventory I have to think of stuff. Sometimes I think people feel 
excluded. I would never want to get to the point where people feel like if you don’t acknowledge YPAA 
then we’re not going to come Area. So I hope that’s not on people’s hearts. What I see is young people 
around here. And young or old we’re just alcoholics. I have to remember that and I have to temper that 
sometimes. There is nothing stopping young people coming to assemblies. You don’t have to feel like 
YPAA is acknowledged in order to come here. This is about coming to the assembly. I got sober at 25. I 
just think that’s something I have to temper. To not let something get to the point where... it’s almost 
like we use autonomy then it becomes like exclusion or isolation and we need this acknowledgement in 
order to feel like I need to be part of this. You’re part of it. You were part of it yesterday, you’re part of it 
today. So it’s kind of like an inventory thing for me. I’m putting this out there like food for thought. It’s not 
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like if we don’t have YPAA then young people are excluded. Come, if you’re a young person and you 
know young people, get them involved in service work. 
 
Tiffany– Dist 14, my first assembly was Medford, 2013. I was 21 and there were a lot of young people 
at that meeting.  Because my district doesn’t have a Young People’s meeting nor Young People 
Committee at the district, I had to drive to Portland and other places to be involved in service. My 
service opportunity was easier for me to get involved in Area. If there was a YPAA Committee, liaison 
or whatever, I would have had those choices in one structure rather than having to choose one or the 
other.   
 
Acrecia (sp?) -  I have been doing Alcoholics Anonymous for 33 years, sober for 21. I got sober when I 
was 20 years old. I cannot fathom how, this is my own experience, and my sobriety would have been 
enhanced by being a member of a special group that was part of Alcoholics Anonymous kind of like in 
the house but in another room. I was integrated in with people who had 20 years, 30 years, 40 years 
and 50 years, right off the bat, both women and men. I’ve been a member of a women’s group once, 
which I love women’s group and go occasionally, but I love the diversity and inclusiveness of a group 
that has a variety of people. Many of my sponsees are a quarter or third of my age, I don’t know how 
this particular motion with enhance Alcoholics Anonymous overall. 
 
Kathleen- Dist.19, if you’re sitting here and are over 50 years of age and think that the experience of 
young people coming in drink like you did when you were 20, I’d like to suggest that you could be 
wrong. The age of onset has a lot to do with the seriousness of the disease and young people start 
quick and go to a sudden bottom. I believe their experience is qualitatively different than mine. That 
being the case, I think it is absolutely essential that young people have collective representation at the 
Area level.  The issue is not inclusion or exclusion, it is whether or not we will give them collective 
representation. One structure for doing that is through the committee structure. Another way of having 
them do that is through creating separate areas the way the Spanish speaking people do.  I think the 
first one which is the one proposed is preferable. I think giving them collective representation, 
particularly when we are not attracting young people in the numbers we should is essential. 
 
Del- Dist 4, I call the motion.  
 
Seconded by Chris at Dist.13. 
 
Jim – we’ll vote to end discussion.  
 
By show of hands, we vote to END the discussion. 
 
Jim- now we will vote if it’s urgent or administrative and vote today OR table the motion and take it back 
to our groups. 
 
By show of hands the motion is tabled to take back to the groups. 
Motion is TABLED to next assembly. 
 
 
Chair announcement - the upcoming assemblies will be hosted by: 

 Feb. 2017 - Medford, District 16 

 May 2017 - Roseburg,  District 13 

 Sept. 2017 - Yamhill, District 22 

 Nov. 2017 -  Salem, District  4 
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NEW BUSINESS Motion #4 
 
Presented by:  Lisa C., SNAC Chair 
 

Motion: 

 Change the name of the Special Needs Accessibilities Committee to Accessibilities 
Committee and change the Area Guidelines in the next printing. 
 

Intent/Purpose: 

 To align the current name with GSO’s change of the name to Accessibilities, which is 
more inclusive. 
 

Current Practice: 

 The current name is Special Needs Accessibilities Chair. 
 

Budgetary Impact: 

 None 
 

 
Seconded by Cheri – Dist. 27 
 
Discussion on Motion #4 
 
Jim-No one at the mic? 
 
Jim- we will now vote on whether this is administrative or urgent and vote today OR TABLE and take 
back to the groups. 
 
By show of hands, this is administrative, vote today. 
 
One opposed. 
 
Discussion from the Minority Opinion: 
 
Cindy- Dist 26, I just think this should go back to the groups so that it’s inclusive, instead of just sending 
our GSRs to the assembly and feeling like we just make a bunch of decisions and we don’t include the 
groups. I’m not opposed to the motion at all. I just want to have the groups involved. 
   
Lisa C – motion writer, the groups should know that the name was changed by the General Assembly 
back from our last assembly. 
 
No other minority opinion. 
 
Jim, anyone wish to change their vote after  
 
Jim, we are ready to vote on the motion. 
 
All in favor, all opposed. 
The motion PASSED. 
 
This concludes our business for today. 
 
 
 
Final Treasurer’s Report and Chair announcements on next page. 
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Final Treasurer’s Report: 
Came into Assembly:    $ 38,088.12        
Checks written:      $ 14,358.65       
Balance leaving Assembly: $ 23,729.47   
 
 
Final Chair Announcements 

- The Nov. 2016 assembly committee is raffling off an iPad Mini. 
- Portland DCMs will meet right after this meeting. 
- OSYPAA 2016, please check the flyers, date: Oct 7-9, 2016, Keizer. Flyers on the website. 
- Reilly, final Conference Reports- DCMs take them back to your groups. 
- Chair-Jim will be sending email about what positions are open. The deadline is Oct. 15th. 

Everyone will be rotating out….except Archives. There will be one person in Corrections rotating 
out. There’s an open position in CPC South, CTF South, PI North, Accessibilities Chair, 
Hospitals Chair, one position in Finance and Website Co-chair. 

- Remember to enter your questions for the Ask-It-Basket panel tomorrow. 
 

Jim, I’ll entertain a motion to adjourn the OR Area Business Meeting of Saturday, Sept. 17, 2016. 
Jenny- motion to adjourn, John seconded.  
Motion PASSED. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Officer’s Reports begin on next page. 
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OFFICERS REPORTS 

 
Delegate’s Report 
Hi, my name is Reilly and I'm an alcoholic. My home group is Wildlife, in Winston, District 13. My date 
of sobriety is August 7, 1966. 
 
I have been very busy since I saw you last in May! We went to PNC in June, and that report will follow 
this.  
 
Just before I left for New York in April my house in Portland burned down, so I've spent a lot of time 
talking with insurance, investigators and mortgage people, and doing demolition work myself. This was 
not in my original plan for this spring.  
 
Also unexpected, but one of the most fun aspects of being delegate, is the amount of questions I get to 
research and answer. Questions come from DCMs, GSRs, Area Committees, and from fellow 
delegates in other Areas. Researching Area history as well as general AA history is lots of fun and I 
keep learning new things. The best part is passing on those things to others and watching faces light up 
as they learn more. That must have been what I looked like back in the beginning of my service work 
when my delegate talked about his experiences. 
 
I know you're all waiting for results of the 7/14 Day Challenge. Groups and districts have emailed me 
amounts they know about. As of right now, Area 58 reported contributions of $10,390.28. Good work, 
Area 58! I'm glad you emailed me your totals, because GSO has only identified a little over $4000. 
They will be tracked with other "special" contributions so it's hard to identify the exact numbers. So if 
anyone missed giving me your totals, let me know and I'll for sure add it in!  
 
Here is how it breaks out: In 2015 individual contributions to GSO from Oregon totaled $4,910. That 
represents 687 members who make contributions directly to GSO. The 7/14 Challenge represents 
1,455 additional members contributing from Oregon!   
 
A few districts have not scheduled a delegate's report yet, so let's see if we can fit those into what's left 
of the year. Every place I go I have the best time with amazing people! I love getting to know all the 
DCMs and GSRs better. I'm getting a pretty good idea of what's going on in the districts. I have 
tremendous respect for all of you who live the Traditions. You teach by example and it shows. 
 
June started out with a report to Districts 28 and 34 in Salem. I had food poisoning the night before but 
decided I could stand up long enough to give my report. I love these groups. They ask questions that 
really make me think. As soon as I got into the discussion I perked up but I think I passed out as soon 
as it was over. They were such good sports, and even invited me back to give my report for District 35 
and to speak at the Spanish Forum. There was a small contingent of English speaking members at the 
Forum, including Ron and Jim and Madeleine. We got a great experience in what it's like to be in the 
corner with a translator and a radio in our ear. My hat is off to our Linguistic Districts, and the 
translators who work so hard for equality in our rooms. 
 
Fortunately, I was quite well the rest of the summer.  Founders Day picnic in Eugene was the usual 
success, as well as Districts 4 and 21 in Salem. DCMs work hard to put on these informational events 
for their districts. The GSRs who attend go back to their groups energized. It's a wonderful sight! 
 
I gave reports in my own District 13 and went to Beaverton for a Finance presentation. It just makes me 
so happy to see members asking questions and really wanting to understand how things work in AA. 
District 29 is becoming active now. Hosting an Assembly can really be a boost to your District. Think 
about it. There is a lot of new energy in the groups. I drove to Enterprise for their district meeting, from 
my southwest corner to the far northeast corner, with a forest fire and road closure in between. It was 
well worth it to see the spirit of AA alive and well in District 29. I went from there to Burns, to drop off 
some material and talk with a couple of people. I reminded them that we really encourage groups to 
participate, but I'll keep coming through from time to time so they know District 32 is not forgotten. 
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I was invited to share at District 18's district meeting in Scappoose, and then spent a lovely afternoon in 
my favorite place, the Archives. James and I had fun going through old books. I went from there over 
the hills and down to Bend, for the annual BBQ. Vera took me to a local meeting and then off to give my 
report outdoors at a park, without my Power point. The report took a totally different turn and it was a 
very interesting discussion. They had a birthday cake - my favorite flavor - and balloons and flowers to 
celebrate my 50th AA birthday. It couldn't have been any more perfect! Thank you District 5! 
 
I took a much needed camping trip, and went to California to see my grandkids. I came back with 
renewed energy and spent the weekend in Portland with districts 15, 23, 27, 36, 37 and 10, 11, 12, 24, 
26. Now that's the way to collaborate and fit into the schedule! Waffle bar, ice cream, root beer floats ... 
and delegates reports, too. After traveling 6,410 miles to visit two thirds of our districts, I can tell you 
that Oregon Area 58 districts hold AA alive and well by sharing information, educating members, and 
being good examples to teach newcomers in service. Oregon Area ROCKS! 
 
Headline news from elsewhere: 
Grapevine subscriptions are up for the first 6 months of this year. La Vina circulation has also 
increased. We hope this is a trend! Sales are good for the new La Vina book. 
The new Grapevine book is now available. It contains previously published stories on the Traditions.  
 
The feasibility study committee is working on the suggestions and ideas that came out of the 
Conference discussions. The committee name may be changed to reflect a long-term perspective on 
sustaining self-support for AA's future. AA members are talking about the Study and responding. 
Preliminary financial reports show a net profit increase over the first 3 months of about $382,000. And 
that's without our own 7/14 Challenge dropped into the bucket! Let's keep communicating, and keep it 
up for the long haul!. Copies of the Feasibility Study, GSB Strategic Plan, and Conference Inventory are 
available on request. These items will not be posted to the area’s website. 
 
GSO received an invitation to visit the AA service structure in Havana, Cuba. It has been many years 
since anyone from our service structure has visited this neighbor. 
AAWS is in the process of developing service material that would address a broad spectrum of issues 
relating to Safety in AA.  Progress reports will be forthcoming.  
 
Requests for 2017 Agenda items are being submitted already. Here are a few of them that might be on 
the Agenda: Revise the Sponsorship pamphlet, Service Manual revisions, Self-support packet, 
GRAPEVINE and LA VINA Right of Decision, Pamphlets for Deaf Newcomers, retiring the "Too Young" 
pamphlet. Some background material is available in both English and Spanish.  
 
The Big Book is currently available in 70 languages, including the original English, and there are 15 
translations pending, including Navajo, Haitian Creole, Lao, and Thai. 
 
A special price reduction will be made on the 75th Anniversary Commemorative edition of Alcoholics 
Anonymous in order to move the current inventory. 
 
Applications are being taken for a GSO Staff opening in New York, available in January 2017. Minimum 
sobriety six years, tri-lingual (English, French, and Spanish) is desirable, plus lots of other excellent 
skills. I have applications if you are interested.   
 
My report from PNC follows.  Thank you for the opportunity to serve. 
In love and service, Reilly K, Delegate. 
 
 
 
Delegate - PNC REPORT 
The Pacific Northwest Conference was held in Pendleton on June 24th to 26th.  
About 140 people were registered Friday night. That's the biggest turnout in years!  
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Three delegates presented the Feasibility study feedback. There was no brainstorming involved, but we 
had excellent participation by members.  
 
The tone of the Conference was set, and we could look forward to three days of the best AA sharing 
anywhere. All presenters were well prepared and informed. I was very impressed by the responsibility 
each presenter showed in researching their topic. We heard a lot of laughter and saw some tears.  
 
We were very happy to welcome back Washington Area 72, that has not been able to participate in 
PNC for some years. Even better, that's where we are going next year, to lovely Whidbey Island in 
Washington State. We had representation from Idaho Area 18 also.  
 
Here are some of the highlights of the weekend: 
On Steps, Traditions, Concepts 
More groups, less members. Does this represent taking "resentment and a coffeepot too far?" Does it 
show solving conflict or how to quit?  
Is the newcomer the most important person in the room? Give a phone list, coffee and a Big Book. 
Make them feel comfortable, not the center of attention. 
Are we offering a new way of life, or just a meeting whenever you need one? 
Groups mature through conflict resolution and developing a sense of loving tolerance. Are we too rigid? 
Bill suggested keeping an open mind and heart. 
On Safety 
Types of predators: sexual, scammers, wheeler dealer, financial, retaliatory, needy newcomers asking 
for work, money, living space. 
On Secular meetings 
A non-religious meeting. Caters specifically to atheists and agnostics. In readings they eliminate certain 
words, so they use a lot of non-conference approved literature instead of AA literature. 
"Anti" groups are still groups. If groups don't have recovery from alcoholism at the center, they won't 
survive. 
These meetings are a safe harbor for those who have been told "You can't stay sober if you don't find 
God." 
Some groups are refused listing on meeting schedules but the local listing is more important than 
AAWS listing. 
If groups don't work within the district established committees, excluded groups could begin issuing 
their own literature, or develop their own CPC/PI. 
On Plain Language 
Put the Service Manual in Plain Language 
On Anonymity and Social Media 
AA is a social network 
You are free to post what you want, but freedom comes with responsibility. 
Don't live in fear of technology just because we don't understand it. 
If personal details are needed to make information clear, don't post it. 
Disclaimers are posted, but that can be seen as a loophole. The information is still out there. 
Social media is not just for young people any more. 
Online AA is real, and it's there as a lifeline for those who can't attend face to face meetings. 
As the weekend continued, I became more impressed with the high level of presentations this year. 
Relevant topics had been selected. Presenters were informed. Audience feedback was pertinent. I 
have rarely seen so much energy exchanged throughout an event. At one point Saturday afternoon, I 
just stood outside in the sunshine, feeling completely at peace and overflowing with the joy of watching 
AA at work. 
 
Thank you for allowing me to be part of the best bunch of AA trusted servants in the country! In Love 
and Service, Reilly 
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Alternate Delegate with PNC 
Greetings OR Area and welcome to District 5, my home district!  We are very happy to see you all here. 
My name is Vera and I’m an alcoholic. My sobriety date is Sept. 19, 1989 and my home group is 
Attitude Adjustment in Bend. This is my PNC & September Quarterly Report Combined. 
I’ve done some traveling since we’ve last met. In June I went to Pendleton with a several fellow trusted 
servants to attend my first Pacific Northwest Conference. I was treated to a most interesting ride, filled 
with laughter, food, and fellowship. To me these road trips with fellow trusted servants are just as 
valuable as the time I spend at assemblies and conferences. It affords me the wonderful opportunity to 
ask questions and soak up the collective experience, strength, and hope of these individuals.  
 
This year’s PNC was hosted by OR Area.  There were around 160 participants. Attendees included 
Past and Current Delegates, Area Officers, DCM’s, GSR’s and AA members. Other Areas participating 
were 92 (Eastern Washington), 18 (Idaho) and Area 72 (Western Washington). Area 72 stopped 
participating in PNC in 2002 because they thought it had lost its effectiveness. Based on their 
comments from the wrap up meeting, I think they were pleased with this year’s conference.  
 
The theme was Our Spiritual Way of Life: Steps, Traditions & Concepts. Which by the way was the 
theme of The 66th A.A. GS Conference in NY this past April.  Several members of OR Area; Jim F. 
Reilly K, Robin O. and SJ were presenters at PNC.  The venue was cozy, making it easy to connect 
with people. Even so, I was particularly nervous as I had received a “Loving Invitation” to present at this 
year’s PNC. When I read the email I was immediately fearful as I had never been to PNC let alone 
presented. So for two days I sat with conflicting feelings of trying to figure out how I could get out of it 
and knowing ultimately I was going to accept the invitation. My topic was “Can I have an A.A Group on 
a Social Media Site? How Can It Be Done Right?”  I called my recovery sponsor and my service 
sponsor and asked for help. With their guidance and encouragement, I was able to move forward. I got 
busy researching and in the process I learned a lot. In the end I was presented with yet another 
opportunity to practice spiritual principles of acceptance, willingness, open-mindedness and I stayed 
sober in the process!  
 
The PNC presentations were informative, insightful, and inspiring. Here are some highlights: 
  Friday night began with– “Our Spiritual Way of Life: Steps, Traditions and Concepts.” This panel 
focused on to how we can use these aspects of the program to help ourselves and others on a 
personal level, group level and AA as a whole. After the first panel there was a sharing session on the 
General Service Board’s Feasibility Study. This was one of the highlights of PNC for me. The sharing 
was heartfelt, inspiring and there were some interesting and creative ideas.  
Saturday began with Panel 2 – “We is Bigger than Me’ – Connecting with Each Other in AA.” This panel 
covered several topics; AA members and AA as a whole staying pertinent in a changing world, going to 
any length to help the newcomer, safety in AA and a closer look at secular groups in AA.  
 
 For me the highlight in this panel was S J’s presentation on “Listed Secular Groups”.  Using Tradition 3 
& Tradition 4 as the backdrop on how we define an A.A group, this presentation demonstrated how it’s 
possible for many secular groups to be listed by GSO and local groups. Hearing this presentation 
deepened my appreciation for the inclusivity of our program. 
Panel 3 – was “Today, Tomorrow, and the Hereafter…Connecting with AA as a Whole”, topics in this 
panel included participating in AA’s three legacies, improving our communication on self-support 
matters in AA, reaching out to the next generation of AA’s and exploring the need for plain-language 
recovery literature. 
 
The last panel was – “Anonymity – The Spiritual Foundation”. Topics included--- how having a AA 
group on a social media site can be done right, the GSC using Twitter for carrying the message, 
breaking one’s own anonymity--- what that means and the difference between breaking your anonymity 
and disclosing your AA membership. 
Sunday morning was an open mic sharing session and the Ask-It-Basket. Listening to Past and Current 
Delegates from other Areas answering AA related questions was a wonderfully different experience 
than we get at our Area Assemblies. My experience at PNC enriched me in many ways. I am grateful to 
the Area for the opportunity to serve in Alcoholics Anonymous.  
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Quarterly Report 
A few days after attending PNC I went to see my family in Upstate NY. While there I was invited to have 
dinner and attend a meeting at the Wilson House. This is the house that Bill Wilson was born in. Time 
does not allow me to give much details about this adventure. But I will tell you we stopped and visited 
Bill & Lois’s gravesite along the way. It was a moving experience that I will always cherish and I would 
be happy to share with you at another time. 
 
In July I visited District 34 in Salem to do a Concepts workshop! Thank goddess for translators! They 
did an amazing job and provide an invaluable service to our fellowship.  I don’t know if you noticed but I 
speak very little Spanish and read it even less.  Plus, I had never done a Concepts workshop before. 
So I was a little apprehensive, ok a lot! But none of that matters when you speak the language of the 
heart, one alcoholic talking with another. I enjoyed the stimulating discussion and the hospitality of 
District 34. 
 
 Being of service to A.A continues to provide me with opportunities to grow, to get out of my comfort 
zone (aka self) and to ask for help!  Hmmm, there seems to be a pattern here! I’ve been asking for a lot 
of help since becoming your Alternate Delegate, and I am so grateful for the support I’ve received.  
 
In Aug I was on the road again, this time traveling to District 35 in Beaverton for a Concepts workshop. 
Thanks to Dorethe for translating the English version of the Concept Power Point into Spanish which I 
to use in Beaverton. Past Delegate Ann M. co-presented with me and while we had plenty of handouts 
in Spanish, it never occurred to me to bring some in English. Needless to say when a few English 
speaking members showed up for the workshop, I was ill prepared. Still we worked out the kinks and 
had a great discussion on the Concepts. Thank you District 34 & 35, you inspire me to learn more and 
to grow in my service to Alcoholics Anonymous.  
The next day Reilly came to District 5 to give her Post Conference report. This conference report was 
special because Reilly was giving it on her 50 yrs. sobriety birthday and we got to help her celebrate it!!  
For me personally the best part of Reilly’s visit, besides her report, was taking her to an A.A. meeting 
on her sobriety birthday!! That was really cool!! 
 
Last weekend I traveled to St. Helen to present a GSR school to District 18. The folks who showed up 
were full of great questions which generated some lively discussion. It was really cool to see them 
engaged and participating.  The GSR school took place early Saturday morning so I arrived the night 
before. A new GSR put me up for the night and we went to the Banks Bondage Buster’s meeting in 
Banks, OR. What a fun bunch of sober folks! It was awesome, I love making new sober friends!  
 
I am extremely grateful to be sober and part of this fabulous fellowship!! Thank you letting me be of 
service. 
 
Yours in Gratitude & Service 
Vera F., Alternate Delegate OR Area 58 
 
 
Chair 
Hello to all in Oregon Are 58, once again time has flown by. It seems as though it was just yesterday 
that we were all together in Albany. I would like to start out by thanking District 5 for all of their hard 
work putting this assembly together. Ron and I have had up to the minute headlines every step of the 
way during this assembly planning process. 
 
Loads of traveling since the last assembly. Ron and I have made a trip here to Redmond and to 
Roseburg together to meet with Assembly Host Committee Members. Also to meet with the facility staff 
for some negotiating and planning. I have traveled alone to Salem 6 times, McMinnville and Janzen 
Beach. All of which was assembly business. On some invitations to Lincoln City, Coos Bay, Seaside 
and Astoria.  I also had the pleasure of joining Vera in Salem and Beaverton for Concepts Workshops 
in the Spanish Speaking Communities. It was very enlightening to hear a different language being 
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spoken and to know how challenging it can be for non-English speaking members in our English 
speaking gatherings. The Spanish Speaking Forum which was held in Salem was fantastic, how 
genuinely happy they were for us to be there. Everywhere I traveled I was greeted with open arms and I 
will remember always the smiling faces and kindness that met me at every place. I was in Pendleton for 
PNC where I was previously asked to be on a Panel on Friday. My topic was "How the Concepts Help 
Ensure A.A."s Future". 
 
I have to tell you I learned a so much between my research and asking questions regarding my topic 
and the Concepts. 
 
 On Saturday I chaired the PNC Business Meeting which was new territory for me. I didn't get booed off 
of the riser so I think things went relatively okay. Part of my duties as Area Chair is to update the PNC 
Guidelines. Whitney T was our PNC Business Meeting Secretary. She kept great, easy to read minutes 
which made my task so much easier. All of Oregon Areas Host Committee served us well. 
 
Being Area Chair is sometimes challenging for me. I was urged by those who went before me not to be 
afraid to ask questions, so I'm learning to do that. I have never been told you have to "look it up for 
yourself” but they have usually always made me think for myself. My friend Gus and I were talking the 
other day and we both spoke about all of the service positions being an on the job training experience, 
how true that rings for me. Also we talked about how lucky we are to be a GSR driven Area. I believe 
Oregon Area 58 is a shining example of what Alcoholics Anonymous is and should be. I have the 
greatest team of members to work with and I enjoy you all. I wake up every day being enthused about 
my service position. Thank you all for allowing me to serve as your Chair. I will try to repay your trust in 
me by serving you to the best of my ability.                                                                            
 
In Love and Fellowship,        
Area 58 Chair,   Jim F 
 
 
Alternate Chair 
I started the quarter off by visiting the host committee for this Assembly.  The meeting was in Bend 
early on a Saturday morning so I was forced to spend the night in a hotel in Redmond.  I was able to 
work out some agenda details thus getting a head start on the final agenda. 
 

I visited the May Assembly planning committee for their wrap up meeting.  I not only received valuable 
information but got to enjoy a wonderful pizza dinner. 
 

Jim and I met in Salem June 1st and drove to Roseburg together to meet a possible host committee at 
the Umpqua Community College for a possible bid and site for an upcoming Assembly.  The meeting 
went so well I returned on June 8th for further discussions. 
 

I met the host committee in Medford on June 14th for a first walk through and planning of the February 
2017 Assembly that will be held at the Inn of the Commons.   
 

On July I was fortunate enough to go to the Third Annual Hispanic Forum which was held in Salem.  It 
was really interesting and a bit exciting to be attending a workshop that the language spoken was 
different from mine.  I got to use the translation equipment to have the words translated to me in 
English.  It certainly gave me a better understanding of what our Hispanic brothers and sisters hear 
when our language is translated into theirs.    
 

Jim and I met in Salem August 27 and drove together to Redmond for a final walk through of the 
Fairgrounds Facility here in Redmond. 
 

Finally I attended a Concepts workshop in Beaverton sponsored by the Hispanic community and 
presented by our Area 58 Alternate Delegate Vera.  All I can say is WOW!  If Vera hasn’t been to your 
District to put on a Concepts workshop you need to invite her.  
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Alt. Chair -PNC Report 

This is my 2016 Pacific Northwest Conference Report which was held June 24th through the 26th in 
Pendleton, Oregon. 
 

I would like to thank the PNC Committee for the great job they did in organizing the event.  The panel 
discussions and presenters were outstanding.  I heard from numbers of attendee’s that this was the 
best PNC they had been to in a very long time. 
 

Friday the Conference was opened with Doug C., from Area 72, reading an excerpt from a talk Bill W. 
gave at the 1964 General Service Conference. 
 

Friday’s Panel was, ‘Our Spiritual Way of Life’: Steps, Traditions and Concepts.  Don N. from Tacoma, 
Washington spoke first on how the Steps helped him in General Service work.  The second speaker 
was Alan D. from Spokane, Washington.  Alan spoke on the Twelve Traditions and my Home Group.  
The third speaker was our own Jim F. from Tillamook, Oregon.  Jim did an outstanding job speaking on 
the topic how the Concepts insure AA’s future.  
 

There were 3 Panel topics on Saturday.  The first Panel Topic was ‘We is Bigger than Me’: Connecting 
with each other in AA.  Mary M. from Bellingham, Washington was the first presenter.  Mary spoke on 
singleness of purpose, staying pertinent in a changing world.  The second presenter was Carol H. from 
Everett, Washington.  Carol’s topic was, are we doing enough to help the newcomer are we going to 
any length?  The third presenter was Robin from Springfield, Oregon.  Robin’s topic was, Safety in AA, 
dealing with predatory behavior.  The final presenter was SJ from Portland, Oregon.  SJ spoke on 
Listed Secular Groups a closer look.        
 

The second Panel Topic on Saturday was ‘Today, Tomorrow and the Hereafter’: Connecting with AA as 
a whole.  The first presenter was Elmer R. from Anacortes, Washington.  Elmer’s topic was, Is my 
Triangle lopsided?  Participating in all of AA’s Three Legacies.  The second presenter was John A. from 
Roseburg, Oregon.  John spoke on the topic, Improving our communication of self-support matters in 
AA.  Debbie T. from Yakima, Washington was the third presenter.   Debbie spoke about reaching out to 
the Next Generation of AA’s.  The final presenter before lunch was Jack I. from Ashland, Oregon.  
Jack’s topic was, Exploring the need for ‘plain-language’ recovery literature. 
 

We all enjoyed a great lunch and had the pleasure of listening to Garren T. from Wendal, Idaho share 
his experience, strength and hope. 
 

After lunch Jim F., our own Area 58 Chair, led the business meeting.  For me the highlight of the 
business meeting was the awarding of the 2017 bid to host PNC.  It was awarded to Area 72 and will 
be held June 23rd thru 25th at Oak Harbor, Washington which is located on Whidbey Island.  Area 72 
rejoined PNC this year. 
 
After the business meeting we resumed with Panel discussions.  The third panel topic for Saturday was 
‘Anonymity’ The Spiritual Foundation.  The first presenter was our own Vera F., Alternate Delegate from 
Bend, Oregon.  Vera’s topic was, Can I have an AA Group on a social media site and how can it be 
done right?  The second presenter was, Tiffany G. from The Dalles, Oregon.  Tiffany’s topic was, 
General Service Conference proposal to use Twitter for carrying the AA message.  The third presenter 
was Scott R. from Libby, Montana.  Scott’s topic was, I have the right to break my own anonymity – or 
do I?  The final presenter was Thad N. from Ketchum, Idaho.  Thad spoke on, Anonymity break vs. 
Membership disclosure – What’s the difference? 
The banquet dinner was great as usual and so was the evening speaker, Darren F. from Tacoma, 
Washington. 
 

The event closed Sunday with the Past and Current Delegates hosting an ask-it basket followed by the 
wrap up meeting. 
 
Yours in Love and Service, 
Ron W., Oregon Area 58 Alternate Chair 
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Secretary 

Greetings all, my name is Terri, I’m an alcoholic. My sobriety date is Oct. 11, 2003 and my 
home group is Milwaukie Women’s Study Group in District 15. I want to express my thanks to 
District 5 for hosting this Assembly. I know is it no small undertaking! 
 
As you may remember, I was not able to be at the May 2016 Assembly. Our granddaughter 
Alice was born that weekend and we were happily busy being Nana and Papa. The minutes 
you’ve been reviewing were provided by Penny H. Many thanks to her for stepping up. 
 
Just last weekend, I attended one of Reilly’s Delegate Reports. Our District 15 was one of a 
group of districts that hosted the event. In the smaller church setting, there was opportunity for 
interaction during Reilly’s presentation. I gleaned more just hearing her again. The districts 
provided a delicious Waffle Bar – full spread of delicious, healthy food! 
 
I’m finishing up my notes for the OR Area Secretary duties. My predecessor, Ron W., gave me 
such good training. It seems like I learn something new during each assembly cycle. Today, 
we’ll be electing the next OR Area Secretary. That person will take office during the November 
2016 Assembly, under new business.  
 
The reports are still coming in…I have received all of our Officer reports. Out of our 36 districts 
I’ve received 12.  I’ve received 1 host assembly report and 1 Intergroup report.    A reminder to 
Assembly Host Chairs- I do need to receive your reports. At the end of this business meeting, 
if you haven’t already sent it to me, please see that I get a copy. 
 
Copies of past Minutes and the Motions History Documents, along with Guidelines are 
available on or near the Registrars’ table. 
 
My experience over these past two years as OR Area Secretary has been amazing!  My 
sobriety and active recovery is truly blessed with service work. Thank you for allowing me to 
serve in this capacity.  
 
In the fellowship with love, 
Terri O., Oregon Area Secretary 
 
Registrar 
My name is Julie S. and I currently hold the position of Registrar for Oregon Area.  My sobriety date is 
February 3, 2008. My home group is the 9:30 Plus Group on NE 76th and Glisan in Portland.  We meet 
41 times per week and we would love to have you join us when you are in the area. 
 
I’ve noticed that quite a few change forms are being sent to GSO directly.  All forms should go to me, 
the Registrar, first and I then update both the Roster file and GSO. When forms are sent to GSO 
directly, I won’t know about the changes until GSO sends me an email after the changes have been 
made. This can cause a delay or even an inaccuracy in the Roster if changes don’t get back to me in 
time for the current printing.  Other problems occur when District numbers or phone numbers aren’t 
included in the forms sent to GSO. 
 
If you see any discrepancies in any of your information, please let me know and I will update 
accordingly. Please include phone numbers for GSRs or DCMs and email addresses, if available.  GSO 
has asked specifically for phone numbers to always be included. 
 
I have extra forms available at my table and will be distributing 2 Rosters to each DCM.  Extra Rosters 
will be available after the DCM rosters have been distributed. 
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It is always my extreme hope that the information is reflected accurately in the Roster.  I will contact you 
if information is unclear or missing or if handwriting is difficult to read.  Remember, forms can be filled 
out online at the Oregon Area website and they will be automatically forwarded to me.  Otherwise, you 
can fill out the forms and either email them to registrar@aa-oregon.org or mail them to me. My address 
is listed in the Roster on page 1. 
 
Since this is election time….if you are elected to a new position or assigned to an Area Committee, I 
would greatly appreciate receiving your contact information to be included in the upcoming Rosters. 
This has been a terrific experience for me!  Sometimes it’s like “herding cats” but I have been so 
grateful to be of service to all of you. Thank you… 
 
In loving service, 
Julie S., Registrar, Oregon Area 58 
 
Treasurer 
Good morning Oregon Area, 
My name is Lauri S. and I am an alcoholic, my sobriety date is May 3rd 2001 and my home group is the 
Downtown AM in Eugene. 
 
As most of you have heard my report is untimed, so I thought I would take advantage of that and tell 
you all the awesome places I kayaked and paddled boarded this summer! Nah, I wouldn’t do that to 
you…I do hope you all have a wonderful summer, as I know I did. 
 
So let’s get on with it, my favorite part of the business meeting The Area finances! 
 
I have distributed 250 copies of the 3rd Quarter Financial Statements on your tables this morning, I do 
my best to give enough copies to each District but if you don’t have enough at your table please ask 
your neighbor if they have extra. The heading reads Q3 2016 Oregon Area Financial Statement.  
 
As the dates show the 3rd Quarter began on May 20th – the Friday of our last Assembly to September 
15th the day before this Assembly.  
  
Let’s start in the upper right side; we started the 3rd quarter with a Cash in Bank of $32,788.00; now 
moving to the first section in the center is our Income and we will be looking at Q3 which is printed in 
bold. The income section shows our income totaled $28,451.10 – which John went over in detail in his 
report. I just want reiterate that this income is higher than average for a few reasons; one being the 
length of time from the last Assembly, approximately 4 months; that we have had a steady increase as 
John mentioned in Online contributions Yea!; we had very generous proceeds from the May Assembly 
in Albany District 21 and they returned their seed money of $1000.00. 
 
Overall our contributions have increased by 17%; Net Assembly Proceeds have increased by 63% 
compared to this same quarter last year, while both District and Birthday contributions have declined.  
Our finances are healthier than they have been in 4 years, thanks to all our members while we’d like to 
see this trend continue, history shows that in the fall and winter months our contributions decline. In our 
4th quarter of 2015 our contributions were $10,000. Less than the 3rd quarter and in 2014 they were 
$7000.00 less. Just some food for thought. 
 
So let’s move on to the expenditures section the largest part of this financial statement; again we will be 
looking at the Q3 column in bold print.  
 
The first section of our expenses shows Officers and Service committee reimbursements for the work 
they do for the Area, these expenditures were up by 27% from the same quarter last year.  The next 
section is for Travel; we spent $4480.00 in Area Committees to Assemblies and $210.00 for DCM’s 
travel to Assemblies; while it is the responsibility of each District to fund their DCM, this line item is 
intended to help those Districts that cannot fully fund their DCM. And we spent $7730.00 in Regional 
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Travel, as you have heard from our Officers we had PNC in June, Regional Forum in Hawaii in October 
and as per our guidelines we send all four of our Officers if finances allow. 
  
The last section is our Administrative expenses; it shows we paid the Archives repository rent, we 
advanced $2000.00 in seed money for upcoming assemblies and we spent $501.00 on the renewal of 
our liability insurance. 
These expenses for the 3rd Quarter of 2016 totaled $23,110.98. Shown at the bottom of the Q3 column 
and in the right hand margin. 
Our total expenses were up by 26% compared to the same quarter in 2015.  
 So, our Ending Balance coming into this Assembly is $38,088.12 which shown the last box on the right 
hand margin.  
 
The very last section is the Outstanding Assembly Advances, totaling $3300.00. These advances are 
given to Host committees as seed money, and are returned to the Area at the conclusion of their 
Assembly.   
 
Are there any questions regarding the 3rd Quarter Statement?  
 
THAT’S AN EXCELLENT QUESTION!!  
 
As a reminder the financial statement will be include in the Assembly minutes posted on the Area 
website. 
 
As always we want our Area Treasury to be transparent, and we will keep you informed of our 
checkbook balance during the assembly.  If you have any questions later on you may email or call me, 
my information is in the Area Roster and you can also find my email on the Area website under 
Finance, Treasurer. 
 
Thank you for letting me be of service, 
 
Lauri S. 
Oregon Area 58 Treasurer 
Treasurer@aa-oregon.org 
 
 
Q3 Financial report follows on next page. 
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Alternate Treasurer 
Oregon Area 58 Alternate Treasurer 
Quarter 3 Report 
September 17, 2016 
 
My name is John A. and I am an Alcoholic.  My sobriety date is Thursday July 13, 2000 and my home 
group is The Keys to the Kingdom in District 13.  I currently have the honor of serving as your Alternate 
Treasurer. 
 
This quarter I made 9 deposits totaling $28,451.10.  Group contributions accounted for $22,422.08 or 
78% of total contributions received.  The remainder of our income this quarter came from two district 
contributions, two birthday contributions, nine personal contributions, one returned advance and two net 
proceeds from the February and May Assemblies.  You can find more detailed information in the 
attached contribution report. 
 
We had 20 contributions come in this quarter from our website.  Although it may not seem like a lot this 
is nearly a 40% increase when compared to the last couple of quarters.  More than half of these 
contributions came from sources that had not contributed before.  Please note that if you are an 
individual making a birthday contribution you must leave a note with your contribution stating it is a 
birthday contribution.  You can actually leave any kind of note you would like with any contribution but if 
you don’t leave one with your birthday contribution it will just be entered as an individual contribution.  
Because of a fantastic note a member left with their contribution, we are now working with our web 
committee to make our mailing address easier to find on our website.  I am thankful to serve in such an 
active area. 
 
To keep cost down I have provided each district with two copies of this contribution report.  DCMs, 
please feel free to make as many copies of this report as you need.  Also know that it can be found in 
the minutes for this assembly that will be posted on the web at aa-oregon.org.  If you have any 
questions or found I have made a mistake, please let me know.  My contact information is on this 
report, in the roster and on the website.  You can also chase me down at the break or after this 
meeting. 
 
On behalf of the Oregon Area I would like to thank everyone who made a contribution this quarter.  The 
work we do would not be possible without your 7th tradition dollars.  
 
Please make checks payable to: 
Oregon Area Treasury 
 1900 NE 3rd St. Suite 106 -172 
 Bend, OR 97701 
 
Remember I will never remind you that when making contributions please include your Group Name, 
Group ID# and District# but it would be nice if you did it anyway.  
 
Yours in Service, 
John A 
Oregon Area Alternate Treasurer 
treasurer-alt@aa-oregon.org 
 
 
 
Group contributions report begins on next page. 
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Service Committee reports follow on next page. 
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SERVICE COMMITTEE REPORTS 
in alpha order 

 
Accessibilities 
My name is Lisa and I am an alcoholic and the Area 58 Special Needs and Accessibility Chair.  My 
sobriety date is 11/09/93. My home group is Sober on Sunday in District 10. 
 
I booked quite a summer of presentations in the assembly in May. I scheduled 7 district visits.  1 was 
cancelled.  A sudden death in the family cancelled 3 of my appearances and life two more. It was 
definitely a summer of acceptance. 
 
I did visit District 10, in Beaverton, OR and will return to finish our work on identification on how to 
support members there. I visited District 5 in Bend, OR. It was a great workshop and District 5 
developed next steps to support members.  
 
My hope is to reschedule the missed districts with the new incoming SNAC Chair.  I think this would be 
a good transition if possible.  
 
I was not able to meet with volunteers this summer.  I hope to have this completed by November’s 
assembly. Many people have expressed an interest in this committee and a phone or web meeting can 
bring them all together.  I am not giving up on this goal. 
 
Our hearing survey in May yielded many more people struggle with some form of listening challenge 
that one would think. If listening at the assemblies are a challenge for you please contact the host 
committee and indicate on your registration form. You do not need to wear a hearing aid to use the 
listening devices. Accessibility screening is a current practice for every assembly host sites and if we 
are missing an area that needs more support let us know. 
 
I would also ask you to check with your group and use the website resources of surveys on Area 58 
website: hearing survey, Handicap survey and general SNAC survey.  These are good starting points 
for conversations and new practices.  
   
I attended PDAC, Portland Deaf Access Committee in August. When I visit groups many people still do 
not know how PDAC serves AA members. PDAC provides translation for deaf members to attend AA 
meetings of their choice. If you have a deaf member in your group, PDAC can provide translation 
services.  This is also a place when people can be of service.  PDAC continues to need support. If you 
have questions PDAC members or myself.  
 
I have enjoyed serving Area 58.  Thank you for allowing me to be of service. 
 
Lisa C. 
 
Archives 
The Archives has had another busy quarter, doing what we seem to do best, sorting, protecting and 
filing documents in the Repository. We spent more time on the road than usual clocking close to 3000 
miles.  We started our travels with a trip to District 27 to give a presentation on how to set up their 
Archives.  It was a hot night but several members attended, asked question and gave support to the 
position. 
  
I made the trip to Coos Bay to attend the Founders Day event put on by District 8. I put up the Archives 
Display and answered question, then listened to some great panel presentations by Older AA member 
from the District. The folks in District 8 know how to put on a great feed, and another member of AA 
gave me a tour of the town and the bay. 
I had three cancellations and missed putting on two presentations one due to a misunderstanding and 
one due to family issues, for which I made my amends and we will reschedule. I got to enjoy a visit from 
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Reilly Oregon Areas Delegate and Jim Oregon Areas Chair on different occasions, where we got to 
chat and I got to show off your Repository and the progress we are making.  
 
Hal and I took Area 58s Display to the PNC in Pendleton, along with it we took CDs to give to Archivists 
or the representative from Areas 72, 92, 18, and BC in hopes they will share any PNC materials with 
Oregon.  Next stop Ellensburg for the 9th Annual Regional Archives Workshop put on by Area 72. This 
event was very well attended and Hal and I were asked to lead a table. Last stop before this Assembly 
was the NAAAW held in Concord, CA. I just looked and the calendar and next quarter looks like it could 
be almost as busy. 
 
Yours in love and service 
James Jeffery 
 
 
Cooperation with the Professional Community – CPC  
CPC North Area 58 Report for Sept. 2016 
First, I would like to say it was a good summer for me. I had the opportunity to camp host up at 
Crescent Lake. I went to a lot of meeting’s in La Pine and heard the solution in every meeting. District 5 
had their annual camp out at Crescent Lake and I was able to celebrate my 12-year birthday there. I 
met some people who expressed an interest in CPC work in Prineville and introduced them to their 
contact person. I also had the opportunity to go to Prineville and pick up my 12-year coin, and talk to 
the gal that was interested in CPC work. They took me to dinner and we had a sleepover and chatted 
late into the night about life in recovery. We went to another meeting the next day, went sightseeing 
and then I headed back to Crescent Lake. Thanks you District 5, you guys rock in Central Oregon. 
   
I wrote a brief introduction article for the CPC/PI exchange newsletter. I introduced myself and briefly 
reported what we are doing in Area 58 for CPC. 
 
I called all the leads I received from the May assembly and set up appointments to go out and give 
presentations.  So far, I have given presentation to district 23, district 1, and district 15.   
I facilitated my first and second quarterly meeting, in May and September with the chairs in my area. 
The first meeting we covered a lot of information in the workbook and everyone felt more informed 
when we adjourned. At our second meeting we shared what we accomplished in the last quarter and 
we all left with a goal to complete for our next meeting. My goal is to give a workshop for the chairs. 
These quarterly meeting are to network with each other, be involved, be inspired, and be of services to 
the professional community and to educate and inform them about AA, and about who we are and what 
we have to offer to the still suffering alcoholic.  
    
Westside Central Office’s CPC chair and I completed an Excel spreadsheet of all the CPC’s in area 58 
north as another networking tool for other CPC’S. I sent a copy to Portland Intergroup and WSO and 
they were very pleased to receive this tool. Intergroup emailed me back with a comment “you rock”!  It 
is great to be of service. 
 
I received a request from the WSO to contact a person who was interested in starting a meeting. After 
playing phone tag for about a month we finally met up. She is the lesion representative from Innovating 
Housing in Portland. We had a productive meeting and I informed her how and what AA was about and 
gave her a Big Book, some literature, and contact information for the Intergroup. I also took her to a 
meeting in downtown Milwaukie so she could see how a meeting in conducted. I will be attending her 
meeting’s in the future to help get it started.  
 
Thank you, 
Yours in Love and Service 
Linda H., CPC North 
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Correction Facilities 
Corrections Report September 2016 
My name is Kirk and I am an Alcoholic my sobriety date is May 15, 2001. 
My home group is Attitude Adjustment in Eugene. 
 
Our committee has been busy taking meetings behind the walls all over Oregon. 
Thanks to our Corrections volunteers. 
 
Amber W. Has been busy in the north end of the valley. She delivered some long overdue ice cream to 
District 10. She did presentations at District 31 and District 15. Amber also was part of workshops in 
District 11 and District 1. Amber has been the busiest of us all since the last Assembly. 
 
Roberto made a marathon trip from Redmond to Eugene, Eugene to District 11 in 
Gresham and then to Aloha to talk with Districts 35,24 and 28 and then back to 
Redmond. That made for a long day; I want to thank you again for covering for me. 
 
Gus and I road tripped to District 8 in Coos Bay for their Founders day celebration 
where several of the Oregon Area Committee’s showed up. We all got a chance to 
make our pitch as people moved around the room and visited each Committee. 
 
This September Assembly is the second anniversary of our Correction’s book 
drive and as you can see the box is getting full. Thank you to everyone that has contributed; these 
books will be going to work behind the walls soon. We will tally the numbers and let you all know the 
results at the November Assembly. 
 
There are several Corrections Committee items on your tables. There is the Pre-release forms and the 
Correction’s Correspondence forms, but at this particular Assembly the most important thing is the 
agenda / registration form for the Correction’s Conference that is being held next Saturday in Salem. If 
you have not yet registered please go to the Corrections page of the Area website and do so in the next 
few days so that we can get a head count for the lunch that our Spanish speaking Districts are putting 
on at the Conference. You will also find a virtual Ask-it-basket on the Corrections page of the Area 
website so please submit any questions you may have about Corrections work in AA. This event will be 
taped my T-Mar Tapes for those of you that can’t attend and will hopefully will be available for sale at 
the next Assembly. 
 
From all of us on the Corrections Committee thank you for letting us be of service. 
 
Finance 
Hello everyone my name is Perry and I am an alcoholic.  My sobriety date is Oct 13, 2007 and my 
home group is the Sicker Then Most Group in District 2.  We meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays and 
Saturdays in Depoe Bay.  I have been blessed to serve you as Area 58's Finance Committee Chair. 
 
The Finance Committee does most of its work at the assemblies, however; over the last few months we 
have corrected some problems in the 2016 budget, they appear to be typos and were easily fixed once 
they were pointed out. The Spanish 2016 budget was right, so for the Spanish speaking members this 
isn’t apparent. 
 
I look forward to presenting the 2017 budget and ironing out the final version with the body. 
 
Finally I would like to thank you for trusting me to serve Area 58 on the Finance Committee.  For that I 
thank you. 
 
Yours in service, 
Perry R., Oregon Area 58 Finance Committee Chair 
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Grapevine/La Vina 
Hello Oregon Area! My name is Gus P and I am an alcoholic. I am currently serving you as your 
alcoholic Area Grapevine Committee Chairperson.  My sobriety date is 12/1/93 and my Home Group is 
the Downtown AM Group in Eugene, where sobriety begins at 7 AM Monday through Saturday each 
week.  Please join us whenever you are in Eugene. 
 
This is the unabridged version of my long-form Grapevine report which will appear in the Area Minutes.  
This expanded report is offered because the 3-minute timed Assembly Business Meeting Report does 
not permit complete coverage of Grapevine topics. 
   
The Grapevine Committee had a relatively quiet third quarter.  We participated in a Grapevine and Area 
Newsletter Writing Workshop at the Portland Alano Club in June.  The Workshop was led by a local 
professional writer and I learned a lot about improving my personal writing skills; I also was given the 
opportunity to make a Grapevine pitch to the rest of the attendees.  Later that month I was invited to 
attend the Emerald Valley Intergroup’s Grapevine Committee meeting, and enjoyed participating in their 
planning to create a Grapevine display for the annual Summerfest celebration in Eugene.  I also 
participated in the District 8 Founders’ and Service Day in Coos Bay. 
 
Also during this past quarter, I had the opportunity to attend the Pacific Northwest Conference, meet up 
with PI Chair Patty K for a presentation at the Emerald Valley Intergroup, bring a meeting into the Lane 
County Jail and facilitate the District 6 elections. 
 
During this past quarter, the Tuesday Night Men’s Workshop continued its work on the Steps using the 
Big Book Workbook.  The 12 participants are taking this journey through the Steps using the Big Book 
as our main literature tool, and we are knee-deep in Step 12.  We also got to celebrate our Annual 
Boys’ Night Out at a local pizza parlor for a great night of fun and fellowship. 
 
The AA Grapevine recently announced the publication of a new book entitled “Our Twelve Traditions”, 
and it is available online for only $10.99. 
 
The AA Grapevine “Grow Your Grapevine” Contest is in full swing; and complete details of this contest 
can be found on the AA Grapevine website. When the contest ends on February 28, 2017, the Area 
with the largest number of Arbor Cards submitted will be featured online and in the Grapevine 
magazine sometime in 2017.  It is interesting to note that the August 2016 issue of the Grapevine 
featured articles from Missouri, which was the 2015 Grapevine Challenge Contest winner and five 
stories from members from that State were published in that issue. 
 
So far in the current “Grow Your Grapevine” Contest, Area 86 Western Ontario is leading in the contest 
with 283 Arbor Cards submitted; Area 32 Michigan Central is in second place with 73 cards.  Area 58 
Oregon has only submitted one Arbor Card to date.  What’s the story here?  Are you telling me that 
that’s the best we can do, and that you’re all okay with the Canadians running away with this contest.  
Say it ain’t so, my brothers and sisters!  Or as my friends in Missouri would say “show me”. 
 
It’s so darn easy to submit an Arbor Card that I cannot understand why we are not doing better than we 
are.  All you have to do is go online at the AA Grapevine website click on the “Grow Your Grapevine” 
Contest dialog box and you can fill out and submit your Arbor Card electronically; and you can do your 
part to help grow the Grapevine and propel us toward winning this year’s Grapevine Contest.  There 
are copies of the rules and the Arbor Card on every District table and some are also available at the 
Grapevine display. 
 
I usually read the current AA Grapevine issue as soon as I receive it in the mail; and there were four 
issues printed since our last Assembly. I’ve been a Grapevine reader almost from the very beginning of 
my sobriety and I still find something of value and interest in every issue.  I really enjoy reading the 
stories and letters from my fellow members, and I find myself silently identifying with most of the stories 
that I read.  Reading the Grapevine has increased my awareness of AA principles and their practice 
and it has enhanced my ability to be compassionate and spiritual.  It is an essential AA tool for me. 
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I really enjoyed the story entitled “How We Did It” in the August 2016 issue.  The story was written by 
the Area 39 Missouri Western Grapevine Chair, who explained what their Area did to win the 2015 
Subscription Challenge.  The article was very inspirational and demonstrated tremendous teamwork 
and dedication by our brothers and sisters in Missouri in meeting last year’s Challenge Contest.  The 
September issue had a photograph of the Safe Harbor Group meeting place in Bend, Oregon.  The July 
issue of the Grapevine is our annual prison issue and, as usual, the stories were wonderful.  Fellow 
members in Oregon had stories published in the July and September issues this year.  I hope to see 
many more articles from Oregonians published in our magazine in the future; maybe one will be yours, 
so write an article for the Grapevine and submit it for publication. 
 
It is my hope that we will be able to build an active Area Committee of Grapevine Representatives and 
other AA members who love the Grapevine.  To further that goal, I will be gathering the names of any 
Group or District Grapevine Representatives to help start an email list and establish regular 
communications amongst the committee.  I also hope that we can encourage Groups and Districts that 
do not have a Grapevine Representative yet to create such a position and to elect a member sincerely 
interested in serving in that capacity. 
 
Thank you Oregon Area for this opportunity to serve you as your Grapevine Representative.  I remain 
extremely grateful for all the help, encouragement and fellowship I receive from all of you; and I am 
anxiously looking forward to visiting your Districts throughout the year to deliver either a Grapevine 
presentation, a Grapevine Article Writing Workshop or any other assignment you may have for me.  
And as always, I travel well, work cheap and enjoy visiting you on your home turf.  Thank you for being 
patient with me and for the opportunity to serve the Oregon Area. 
  
Yours in Love and Service, 
Gus P., Area Grapevine Chairperson 
grapevine@aa-oregon.org 
 
 
Hospitals 
Good morning Oregon Area 58 my name is Sheri and I am an alcoholic. My sobriety date is 9/2/06 and 
I am currently serving as your Hospital chair… with Tim here as our Co-Chair. 
 
I am pleased to share that we have had quite a few new volunteers complete the process and are now 
able to take meetings into the state hospitals now. 
 
We are talking with the Junction City Hospital and starting the process of beginning weekly meeting 
here shortly, possibly starting in November.  
 
This has been such an amazing process to walk through over the last 3 years and I am grateful for all 
of the opportunities I have been given in this time! Especially grateful for the last year here where Tim 
has stepped up and took the reins and has been as eager for this deal as I have been. For me this last 
year in recovery has been the most difficult and I am sorry about the phone calls and emails that took 
much too long to return. Here Is what I know…I just celebrated 10 years in this program and at times in 
this last year I was struggling bad, but with God, Tim here picking up my slack, all of you and all of the 
women I have supporting me in my life today…Anything is possible. 
 
Thank you so much for allowing me to be of service to you and Oregon Area!! 
Sheri B., Hospital Chair. 
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Newsletter 
Hello, my name is Teresa and I am an alcoholic.  My sobriety date is 5/30/94 and my home group is 
Surrender at Noon which meets 7 days a week at noon at the Alano Club of Portland in District 9. 
 
In May, I held a writer's workshop to help AA members grow more comfortable with developing and 
using their writing skills.  The hope was that folks might then, in turn, write and submit articles to various 
publications such as the Oregon area newsletter, The AA Grapevine, and other resources that print 
stories from AA members.  We hired a professional writer as a special worker to lead the writers in 
honing their skills.  She used writing prompts that related to recovery and people seemed to really like 
this.  It was a well-attended workshop and lunch was provided.  A great time was had by all. 
 
Then, in June, I had the pleasure of attending PNC in Pendleton.  There were some truly inspiring 
presentations and I was particularly impressed by those given by our very own members - Vera, 
Tiffany, John and SJ.  They clearly did their homework on their presentation topics.  It makes me proud 
to come from an area with such articulate, active and well-versed AA members.   
 
In August, I participated in a recorded panel on service sponsorship put together by district 9.  I, along 
with Eric K., Anne M., and Paul K., gave our experience strength and hope on this topic while it was 
recorded in front of a live audience.  The panel discussion is currently available on the District 9 website 
for anyone to utilize.  It was an inventive idea and a great experience to participate in.  I hope to see 
more recorded "radio show-style" panels put to use in the future.   
 
Finally, a few notes on this quarter's edition of the newsletter - You will see that the theme of the 
newsletter is the "responsibility statement".  I reached out to AA members for whom this statement is of 
particular importance and asked them to write articles on how the statement had an impact on them. 
 There is an article from a deaf AA member, an ASL interpreter, and a commentary on an article 
previously written by a member from one of the Spanish speaking districts.  Please take the time to 
read about their experiences.  Honorary mention goes to John A. who submitted a recipe for "Cowboy 
Caviar".  Food is a great way to bring members of AA together for inspired conversation and 
topic presentations.  I hope you enjoy this issue! 
 
Best, 
Teresa 
 
Public Information-PI 
Public Information North, Patty Katz, September 2016, District 10/Lost & Found 
Public Information North slowed down a bit- we visited 6 Districts or Inter Groups.  
Eugene/Emerald Valley was fabulous! They have a chair who is on fire to hold a workshop and had 
invited me back to host it with her! 
 
Because of my age- I have been asking people what they thought about going to Retirement homes, 
any place where they put old people like me. I asked them if they knew of places in their neighborhoods 
where they might be able to speak to the event planners and perhaps find home groups to take 
meetings in. People seemed to like that idea a lot! 
 
I am very excited to tell you that I asked my right hand women, who has been at most of our 
presentations where we have needed a Spanish interpreter and she is going to submit her résumé! 
Thanks Lore V. 
 
How can Area 58 help this committee? Please keep inviting us to your Districts- this job ain’t over until 
the year ends! I have people and we are happy to visit you and your groups or Districts! 
 
We like to meet, eat and laugh. If you would like to us to join you, please just let us know. 
 
For the next Assembly if each of the Districts were to bring a Big Book we could put one in each of the 
High School Libraries. The might just be a good way to share the message of Alcoholics Anonymous. 
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My book drive didn’t do very well this year- Maybe you can help the next rotation a little better. 
 
It has been my honor to serve you as your Area 58 PI North Chair- Two years? WOW! Where does the 
time go? Well I received the gift of a few more years of sobriety!  
Thanks so much for letting me serve you and Area 58! 
In Loving Service, Patty Katz 
 
PI South Report, Cindee Stepping, co-chair, September 2016 
Greetings from the southern coast! I have had many great opportunities to carry the message since the 
last assembly that I attended. 
In June, Coos Bay sponsored the first Founders Day/ Old timer’s workshop and speaker meeting. This 
was an all-day event and District 8 invited PI, Grapevine Chair and Corrections to be part of the events 
for the day.  I had the opportunity to be part of a roundtable panel with the other service chairs and did 
a presentation and question – answer session.  This was followed by my sitting on the panel w/ my 
husband and several other old-timer couples and talk about relationships in recovery.  The panel 
discussions were followed by a potluck and then a Speaker meeting! It was a great event and was very 
well attended! They plan to make this an annual event.  
My next venture into the recovery community was to Port Orford, District 30 to attend their monthly 
business meeting and share my pitch to the district officers and GSR’s. We talked about doing 
workshops for PI positions and how they could be large or small and the pencils were flying , which to 
me is a sign that future discussions may evolve. My focus was on spreading the word to the coastal 
communities such as sharing meeting schedules with hotels and motels and perhaps the District 
funding literature racks and were they could be placed.  Thanks Jennie for the yummy doughnuts! 
Finally and I share this in advance, I am scheduled to set up a table at the Reedsport Health Fair on 
September 14th between 2 and 5. I am very excited that they reached out to AA and that I am able to 
take that time off work to attend this event.  The chairperson that contacted me said “be prepared to 
talk to MANY people…”   So, more shall be revealed. 
 
Yours in loving service 
Cindee Stepping, PI South, Coos Bay 
 

Translation-Interpretation 
Greetings, fellow AA service geeks. The September Assembly is less hectic than February or May, 
because there are no District, Intergroup or Committee reports to translate. The committee’s main 
activity this summer was providing translation for PNC in Pendleton. Dorothé, Martha G. and I travelled 
to Pendleton; unfortunately Karla G., the only oral interpreter available early Friday evening and 
Sunday morning, cancelled at the last minute for health reasons. There was good attendance by 
Spanish speakers.  PNC paid for a hotel room and meals for two people.   Lorena V. gave an excellent 
panel presentation on the topic of service, in Spanish.  It was valuable for everyone there to have her 
perspective. Overall it was a very informative conference. 
 
Vera approached us for translation of a Power Point presentation for a Concepts workshop for the 
Hispanic Districts. Dorothé provided written translation of the slides. We have been asked about 
Spanish language materials for GSR school – some were created a few years back;  
 
Dorothé is trying to locate a laptop computer which she recalls as having these and other translation 
committee files, to be updated if necessary. Reilly gave me the text of outline notes for her Delegate’s 
Post-Conference report, which I translated for the benefit of our interpreter in Eugene (District 6, 19 and 
20) on June 11. We did not have any Spanish speakers at this event but we have located an available 
AA member to interpret should the need arise.   
 
Dorothé has the translation equipment; she cleaned it and is investigating upgrades. The equipment did 
not work as well as we hoped at the May assembly, and the problem may be the proliferation of 
electronic devices in recent years, which creates a lot of interference.  I provided written translations for 
November registration materials and for two letters from the Finance chair to DCMs. 
Yours in service, Martha S., Translation Chair. 
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Treatment Facilities- TF North 
I’m Michael and I am an alcoholic. My sobriety date is August 29, 2001 and my home group is Wood 
Village Men in District 25. 
 
This past quarter I continued to take the Treatment Facilities / Bridging the Gap roadshow to districts in 
Area 58 northern sector. I had a great reception in Hood River, when I visited District14. I went to North 
Portland for District 24 business meeting. I also managed to finally visit my District 25 neighbors in 
Sandy. When I make these presentations, I learn as much as the humble servants who I make the 
presentations to. I am happy to report that AA is being brought into Treatment Centers throughout 
Oregon. Everywhere I go I am meeting people who are bringing meetings into treatment centers. I hope 
I can be of service to all these alcoholics. 
Several new volunteers have signed up for Bridging the Gap. Thank you to all for helping to carry the 
message. 
 
I have had a busy summer in my personal life. In July I attended a family reunion in Napa CA. I saw 
nearly a hundred close relatives. I also attended a couple AA meetings with two of my siblings. I also 
spent quite a few weeks working in support of wildland firefighting efforts in Eastern Oregon and 
Northern California. 
 
I am sorry to report that my cohort in CTF South is unable to make this assembly for personal reasons. 
I miss working with him. 
 
Thank you for allowing me to be of service. Michael, CTF North 
"Our real purpose is to fit ourselves to be of maximum service to God and the people about us." 
 
 
Webmaster 
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DISTRICT REPORTS 

 
District 1 
 
District 2 
Copies of the May Post Conference Assembly Report were distributed to the represented groups at the 
June, 2016 District meeting.  For those groups not at the District meeting, the DCM carried copies 
during the following month to as many District 2 groups which did not attend the District meeting as 
possible.   
 
Two new GSRs were chosen by two groups.  Due to family illness one was rotated out for a member 
available to serve. 
 
At the June, July, August and September  District 2 business meetings the DCM continued to 
emphasize the need for GSRs and  for trusted servants for several open service chair positions 
(Secretary, Treasurer, Communications, Corrections, Archives, and Activities).  Some service positions 
were filled, including Treatment Facilities, Activities, and Grapevine 
 
Special Needs Chair followed up on the new needs survey to groups in District 2.  She continues to 
encourage the groups to inventory their meeting locations and volunteers to address special and 
accessibility issues including specially marked parking and allergies. 
 
The District found available AA member for Treatment Facility Committee to serve at the local 
outpatient facilities.  There are now AA meetings available at five outpatient treatment facilities in the 
District.   
 
The DCM continues to attend unrepresented AA groups to encourage District business meeting 
participation as well as to elect GSRs to provide input to Area 58 and to AA World Services. 
 
The District will hold a late Summer Barbeque in Depoe Bay at their Civic Center shortly.  
 
Two AA members who recently moved from another Area attended May District 2 business meeting.  
They stepped forward to serve as Treatment Facilities Chair, DCM, and GSR for a group in Depoe Bay. 
 
At this time, I have rotated out as District 2 DCM.  I appreciate the opportunity to serve to carry the 
message to AA groups in Lincoln County and as a part of AA World Services.  Thank you Area 58 for 
welcoming me and helping me carry the message. 
 
Congratulations to our new leadership team in District 2. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Bill H., Past DCM, District 2, Sobriety Date July 5, 1986 
 
District 3 
 
District 4 
Greetings Oregon Area! My name is Tresa and I'm an alcoholic. I am the DCM for District 4.  
 
We have had a busy summer and are so glad to be able to be here for Elections Assembly. 
We have multiple new GSR's in our District with many of them becoming active at our Business 
meetings. It's been exciting to see the growth. 
We have restarted our monthly service gatherings, calling them: Conversations, Discussions on 
Service, Concepts and Traditions. We will meet every second Monday and talk about the Concepts and 
Traditions of the month.  
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We are having our first Fun Night. Next Friday we will bring our families, favorite games and snacks 
and spend a few hours together with the sole purpose of having fun together. 
 
Our District is busy at work preparing to host Area Assembly November 2017. We are expecting to hear 
official approval this weekend. Our core Planning Committee and Area Chair and Co-chair have been 
hard at work getting things together. Our District is excited to be hosting an Assembly! 
 
We had Area Hospitals give a presentation at our Business Meeting and have Patty K and Gus P 
scheduled for upcoming meetings. And planning to reschedule with CTF. 
 
October 8th we have a GSR workshop scheduled with Vera. 
 
We have an ad hoc committee working on updating our District Guidelines and are currently preparing 
our Budget Proposal for 2017. 
 
Things are alive and well in our District! 
Yours in Love and Service, Tresa  
 
District 5 
Greetings Oregon Area 58! It has been quite an eventful late spring and summer in D5! Just before the 
May assembly our P.I. Chair copped a resentment and stepped down, just after the Assembly our 
C.P.C. Chair, who was not really doing anything anyways, stepped down. These departures, though 
difficult at first, were actually the beginning of a really cool rebuilding process! We now have a new P.I. 
Chair, Brad L. who is painstakingly reorganizing and rebuilding the Committee to better serve the 
fellowship and just as important, make the position easy to hand off to the next Chair w/o losing a beat! 
Our new C.P.C. Chair, Denise T. is essentially starting up a new Committee from the ground up and is 
working with Emerald Valley Intergroup’s C.P.C. Chair to get that going. Our C.T.F. Committee is doing 
great and has 13 continuously occurring panels going, they meet 4 times per year to keep things 
running smoothly. Our Corrections Committee is currently in need of new volunteers to get the jail 
meetings happening w/o any no-shows, which is unfortunately happening from time-to-time. We have a 
volunteer drive going on our local websites and by way of announcements at meetings, hopefully this 
will result in lots of applications being submitted for that vital AA service work. Our Archives and 
Website Committees are doing great and are a consistent part of our service structure here in D5. 
 
As DCM I was able to attend an awesome PNC in Pendleton Or.! Our District bought the CD’s and they 
are being passed around by the members.  
 
In July we had 7th Tradition/Accessibilities Workshop, Lisa C., Oregon Area 58 SNAC Chair came over 
to give a great hands-on presentation! Vera F. and I presented the 7th Tradition portion. Though the 
turnout was not what I hoped it would be, given the alarming information the Feasibility Study provided 
us, we still had a normal workshop turnout (about 20) and I think enough information was shared to 
make a local impact. 
 
In August we had our annual Delegate Report and BBQ, Riley K. came over and gave her report on her 
experiences at the G.S.C. and a brief description of the highlights of the results. We had about 30 
people show up for that event.  
 
Lastly, I would like to acknowledge our September Host Committee for all the fundraising and planning 
they have done to get ready for this Assembly, it has been inspiring to watch (and sometimes even 
help) this team of trusted servants work together for a single cause. As I write this report and the 
Assembly is still upcoming, I know without a doubt it will be a great experience for our Area. 
 
In service to Alcoholics Anonymous, 
Glenn B.,  
District 5 DCM 
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District 6 
 
District 7 
Greetings Oregon, Area 58, my name is Crystal and I am an alcoholic. I am currently serving as DCM 
for District 7. My sobriety date is May 19, 2008, and my home group is the Thursday Night Winner’s 
Group. 
  
We have had some exciting things going on in our District.  The Treatment, CPC and PI Committees 
have come together to form “District 7 Community Outreach”.  They meet the first Tuesday of the 
month at 5:30pm at the Hi-Lo Club.   At the end of August they sent out a mailing to the professionals in 
our community.   
 
Included in the mailing was a letter introducing AA and stating how we can be of help to the 
professional community.  Also included is the AA Fact Sheet and a self-addressed stamped envelope 
with options for more information that can be checked on the back.   We have already received several 
replies! 
 
We are currently bringing AA meetings into the Oregon Youth Authority on the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
each month from 6:30-8:00pm. It is a panel type meeting then opens up for questions or sharing after 
the panel. 
 
The Safety in AA Meeting has been rescheduled for next weekend, September 24th.  And we are all 
looking forward to it. 
 
Thank you for allowing me to be of service. 
 
District 8 
 
District 9 
 
District 10 
 
District 11 
District 11 Report - Alt. DCM Gabriel K,  
Good morning. My name is Gabriel and I am an alcoholic. My sobriety date is 4/24/2012 and my home 
group is the Wood Village Men's meeting. Today, I am proud to represent District 11 as our alternate 
DCM and bring you the good news from the District. Since the last assembly, the heart of the groups 
and therefore the District beats strong. As so eloquently stated on page 129 of the 12x12, "Without 
unity, the heart of AA would cease to beat."  
 
The district has committed to working with inactive groups to bring more representation and has come 
up with a plan to begin active outreach. Today, seven groups are represented by GSR's and we 
welcome a new GSR - Lottie from the Came to Believe group. This is her first assembly - and we 
welcome her to the family. In order  to prepare for growth, the DCM, Myself, the treasurer and all GSRs 
are finalizing District Guidelines so that our heart will continue to beat long after our rotations are done.  
 
In August, we held our first service workshop in recent memory. We were excited to welcome officers 
from Oregon Area 58 and show why AA works through service. Currently, we are working on our 
annual Unity Picnic. Make sure to get your calendars out now. We are passing out flyers to invite every 
single one of you to our Unity Picnic Breakfast which will take place on Saturday, October 8th at Glen 
Otto Park. Our table will have tickets for sale for $5.00. This is a grand breakfast that must not be 
missed and includes a speaker. The members, or heartbeats of our district, have tirelessly been 
working to fundraise money and participated in the Portland Intergroup Picnic in August to raise money. 
Our Unity Picnic will take place on Sunday, January 8th, 2017. Save the date and don't say we didn't 
warn you.  
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The excitement continues to rise in District 11 and we couldn't be happier with the support of the 
groups to make sure that we continue to bring the message of recovery to the still suffering alcoholic. 
Our District has grown a lot in just the last few months. What was once struggling to meet the needs of 
the few - is now flourishing to meet the needs to the many. We invite you to participate in our growing 
process so that we can continue to unite - so that the heart of AA continues to beat strong.  
 
District 12 
 
District 13 
 
District 14 
 
District 15 
Hello my name is Amber and I’m an alcoholic. My date of sobriety is Oct 29, 2009. My home group is 
Start to Live in Oregon City’s District 15! I’m proud to say that we are up to 42 groups now with some of 
those meeting daily. We’ve also been talking with Al-anon about how they can become more involved 
with our District functions. They asked me to spread the word that they are hoping to also become more 
involved with other Districts as well and are hoping to co-host area assemblies with AA again. If you are 
interested, come talk to me this weekend. 
 
The last couple of months have flown by and we’ve been as active as ever at 15. Besides our ongoing 
preparation for our assembly that we’re co-hosting this November in Portland at the Jantzen Beach Red 
Lion, we’ve recently put on a fantastic District picnic at Barton Park and worked with districts 23, 27, 36 
and 37 to put on a waffle bar for Reilly’s post conference delegate report. I always enjoy hosting with 
other Districts; it feels good to expand our District’s circle of fellowship. The controlling side of my 
nature was a bit concerned about all of our prep being done via email, but all said and done we came 
together and it turned out beautifully. Thank you to all that jumped in and helped. 
 
Next month District 15 will be holding elections for new District officers. I’m sad to say this will be my 
final report as DCM.  I’m not sure when or where my next service adventure will start, but I know my 
journey is not over. I’ve loved every minute of the 6 years I’ve attended assemblies and luckily I’ll be 
seeing your friendly faces again in November.  Until then…   
 
YILAS, Amber N., District 15                                                                                                                                                                     
 
District 16 
My name is Jack I. I'm DCM for District 16 in Medford, home of the February 2017 Assembly! 
THIS IS WHAT'S GOING ON IN District 16: 
-- We're having a Safety in AA workshop in conjunction with District 7 next weekend that has generated 
a lot of interest. The most recent question I’ve heard is what do you do when a member wants to carry 
a gun in the meeting? 
—We had our first Southern Oregon Speaker Meeting in July, with a speaker from Arizona. Turnout 
was much better than we expected, indicating a lot of interest and a desire for us to continue. Our next 
speaker meeting is in October, with a speaker from Washington. 
— We’ve added a number of new GSRs over the past few months, so we held a mini-GSR training 
session in July. 
-- Our events committee is planning a bonfire meeting in November in conjunction with District 7.  
-- Planning is well underway for hosting the February 2017 assembly in Medford. We're ahead of 
schedule and looking to make it the best yet.  
Thank you for allowing me to be of service. 
 
District 17 
 
District 18 
 
District 19 
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District 20 
 
District 21 
 
District 22 
 
District 23 
 
District 24 
 
District 25 
 
District 26 
This is my last report as DCM for District 26. Our last District Meeting saw our Delegate to Conference 
deliver her report and attend our District elections. I am very pleased to report we elected a full slate of 
officers for District 26. The District has a good core group of GSRs which are pulling together and 
planning as one of the Host Districts for our next Area Assembly at the Red Lion in North Portland in 
November. I am grateful for the opportunity to have served District as the DCM within the Oregon Area 
58.  It has been truly an honor and privilege. 
 
Respectfully, 
Swayne R., DCM District 26 
 
District 27 
 
District 28 
 
District 29 
Hello Area 58, my name is Debbie H and I am currently serving District 29 (Baker County, Union 
County, and Wallowa County) as DCM, Webmistress, Chair Public Information, and Hotline for Baker 
City, and Hotline Chair. My sobriety date is May 10, 2011 and my home group is “As Bill Sees It/Been 
There Done That” group.  Our website at oregonaadistrict29.org and our hotline phone number is 541-
624-5117. 
 
We continue to have our website for AA announced on the radio stations community calendar for our 
area.  I am still working on getting a PSA across the airways. 
 
Our Alternate DCM #2, Jeff S for Wallowa County is attending the Redmond Assembly in my stead and 
is super-duper excited.  This is Jeff’s first assembly and he is looking forward to participating at the 
Area 58 Assembly level and learning.    
 
We continue to rotate our business meetings from County to County in our District and it seems to be 
working well.  Attendance is great and up in our District 29.  AA is continuing to grow in our District with 
two new women’s meetings and one new men’s meeting.   
 
OSYPAA, “Oregon State Young People AA” has been a topic of announcements and education on 
what this entity of AA encompasses and the Salem conference in October 2016.  We are excited that 
an AA member has donated the funds for three or four of our young people from AA District 29 to 
attend the OSYPAA Conference in Salem; one person, being our Alt. DCM #2 Jeff Staidle, who will be 
the wheels to get there and a…”young at heart!” They, as well as, our AA community are thoroughly 
jazzed to be venturing into a new area of carrying the message.  We, like Area 58, are hoping to create 
an OSYPAA Committee for District 29 in the near future!   
Enterprise group put on their Annual Steak Feed at Wallowa Lake, which I hear was a huge success 
with close to 50 people in attendance.  (I was visiting children and grandchildren in Eugene.) 
All meetings are doing great and attendance is good. Our website is paid until August of 2017 and are 
hotline is also paid far in advance!  Thanks to the Survivor Group, Baker City who has donated funds to 
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support these avenues of carrying the message. We are so grateful for giving hearts and giving groups 
that carry the message through financial support!  Our account is growing and hoping that the 
Treasurer can finally make an annual budget here soon.   
 
As DCM for District 29 I have learned (more than ever) to have faith in a “power greater than myself” 
through the wonderful AA members of District 29 that have come into my life while I walk this faith walk 
called service, putting one foot in front of the other, I get to be a part of the bigger picture and watch the 
miracles.  Their faith, kindness, patience, and tolerance have not been taken for granted as I serve 
District 29 as DCM.   
 
Keeping the plug in the jug… thanks to AA and AA service! 
Debbie H., DCM District 29 (Baker, Union, Wallowa Counties) 
 
District 30 
Good Morning Area 58! My name is Jenny B. I am an Alcoholic, my sobriety date is 6/20/1989, I am the 
DCM for District 30.  
 
Attendance at District 30meetings is around 10 people. We hold our meetings the 2nd Sunday of the 
month, alternating between; Gold Beach, Port Orford, Brookings or Bandon.  We have 6 active GSR’s 
/Alt. GSR's and hope to attract several more for groups in the District.    
  
Brookings/Harbor group on Warf St. added a Sunday morning meeting @ 8:30 am. Survivors group of 
Bandon has a newer10 am meeting, called 'The Broad Hwy" geared toward Agnostics and Atheists.  
Another newer meeting in Bandon is the 'Primary Purpose group" studying the text of the Big Book of 
Alcoholics Anonymous in detail. We are getting our Fall 2016 schedules ready to distribute and updated 
on our District 30 Southern Oregon Coast website.  
 
Our Corrections Committee Jeff B. & Mark S. are working on taking meetings to Curry County jail, 
located in Gold Beach. We are so excited about carrying the message inside the walls in our district 
again.  
 
We have openings for PI/CPC, Library and Literature person. 
 
This will be the last Assembly I get the honor and privilege to attend as DCM for District 30. I am so 
grateful to have the opportunity to serve our District and Oregon Area 58. Where I go from here is up to 
my Higher Power. Good-bye and thanks for all the fish! 
 
In Love & Service;  
Jenny B., DCM District 30 
   
District 31 
 
District 32 
 
(There is no District 33) 
 
District 34 
 
District 35 
 
District 36 
District Committee Member 36 Report for the September 2016 Assembly 
Hello my name is Marilyn the DCM from District 36 and I am an Alcoholic. 
 
District 36 has been bustling, since my last report, with preparation for our Post- 
Conference event. We joined with four other Districts 37, 23, 27, 15 to host a Waffle-Bar 
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Brunch time Report in SW Portland. It was all put together via email and amazingly it 
came off without any major glitches. Attendance was about 27 alcoholics and cooks. 
I love the way we alcoholics all pitch in to get set up and cleaned up it’s like a finely 
oiled machine. 
 
In addition to our Post-Conference event our monthly meetings have been going on with 
many of the same GSR’s and an occasional new comer. At our August meeting; Scott 
the CPC chair for District 23 reported on his progress with meetings at the VA Hospital. 
While at the meeting Scott had a thought that he could be the GSR for the VA Hospital 
meetings and attend our business meetings on a regular basis. No one has told us that this 
isn’t possible so we hope to have Scott join us monthly to report progress at the VA 
hospital. Considering that this commitment is a major one with almost daily meetings, 
Scott’s presence can help support the VA Hospital and we love his spirit and love for AA 
service. 
 
Thanks for allowing me to be of Service, 
DCM District 36, Marilyn H. 
 
District 37 
 

HOST COMMITTEE REPORTS 

 
May 2016 
Hello Oregon Area, 
I am Laura, alcoholic, and Host chair from the May 2016 Assembly. 
 
Thanks to all who attended, we ended up selling out of all our meals, most of our mugs and shirts as 
well as drinking 60 gallons of coffee. Though we started the assembly in the red after all was said and 
done we ended up sending the Area a check for $3,957.10 that was through your generosity. 
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to grow and be of service. 
 
September 2016 
 
November 2016 
It’s hard to believe that this will be my last pre assembly report. We’ve been busy trying to get our 
registration up and running in time (and thankfully we were successful). And our fundraising has been 
an emotional rollercoaster (do to all of the fun things we want to incorporate into our assembly). Make 
sure to bring some dancing shoes for some live band entertainment after the special guest speaker 
Saturday night.   
 
Please check out our registration and silent auction table while you’re here this weekend. We have 
some fantastic one of a kind items. I’m excited to see you again in November at the Portland Red Lion 
Jantzen Beach as the host committee!   
 
Yours in service  
Amber, Chair November 2016 Assembly 
 
February 2016 
So glad to be here among you and giving this report myself.  My name is Barbara and I am an 
alcoholic.  My sobriety date is April 19th, 1998, my home group is the Sunday Night Rogue River 
meeting that meets on Sunday nights at 7pm at the Senior Center in (of course) my little home town of 
Rogue River, District 7. 
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 I am the Host Committee Chair for the February 2017 Area Assembly that will be hosted by District 16!   
We will be meeting at the Inn at the Commons in Medford OR on February 24th through the 26th, 
2017...you will find a lime green 1/2 sheet with save the date information on your tables. 
 
We have an awesome Host Committee, currently made up of eleven people, and everything is coming 
together nicely.  Here is an update on our progress so far. 
 
Groups in District 16 have embraced the ask for donations with 15 of the 23 groups needed to donate 
have responding with $1003.00 (two thirds of our goal) being collected so far.  
 
We are excited to have SORYPAA; So. Or. Region of Young People in AA provide the entertainment 
after the Saturday night speaker.    Good times will be abundantly available!  
 
We have decided to have set topic AA meetings at appropriate times, strategically placed throughout 
the weekend in lue of marathon AA meetings.  Topics yet to be determined.  
 
We will be having a Deli buffet for lunch and Asian stir fry for dinner.  Our coffee cup is a beautiful 

chartreuse color to match to decor of the facility.  Coffee not being served w meals will have a small fee 

associated with each cup.   
 
We will be having pre-registration at the November Assembly in Portland and online registration will be 

available immediately following that Assembly.  Please remember that pre-registration helps the Host 

Committee plan which in turns makes your experience that much more enjoyable.   

 
We all look forward to seeing you in the beautiful Rogue Valley next year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PNC report begins on following page. 
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PNC REPORT 

 

Hello Oregon Area 58, 
I am happy to report that PNC 2016 in Pendleton was a big success. Hosting remotely had its 
challenges but thanks to my amazing committee we pulled it off. It was an amazing to see Area 72 
come back to PNC after years of being away. They are super enthusiastic about PNC and have been 
awarded the 2017 PNC. Thank you everyone from Oregon Area that made it to the event. Here is the 
breakdown of attendees by Area: 
 

PNC 

Registration 

 163 

Total 

Area #58 75 

Area #72 51 

Area #92 30 

Area #18 6 

Area #79 1 

 

Here are the rest of the financials: 
Budget Line Actual TD

Income

Registration 2,400.00     

Meals 4,832.00     

Transfer 2,413.25     

Basket 365.00        

Net Fundraising 1,373.08     

   Total Income 11,383.33   

Expense

Fairground 800.00        

AV / Translation 311.70        

Meals 5,610.17     

Hosiptality 652.18        

Coffee 217.56        

WooFoo 89.85          

Paypal Fees 149.00        

Supplies 127.38        

Flyers 204.79        

Travel 63.25          

Rent 110.00        

Bank fees 27.95          

Web hosting 113.02        

   Total Expense 8,476.85     

Net Income/Loss 2,906.48       
 

$493.23 over what we received from PNC 2014. 
Thank you Oregon Area for asking me to chair such an important event it was truly an honor. 
Joe S., PNC 2016 Chair 
 
 
 
 
 
Intergroup reports begin on next page. 
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INTERGROUP REORTS 

 
Emerald Valley Intergroup 
 
Greetings and thank you for the opportunity to be of service for my local intergroup office in Eugene, 
serving Eugene, Springfield, Veneta, Coburg, and many other communities in our area. 
Our prudent reserve is currently met, and our donations are meeting monthly expectations.  Our 
committees are active and strong with the possible exception of Outreach where we are seeking a chair 
and co-chair. 
 
One issue recently brought to our steering committee was the feeling of insecurity some volunteers had 
as the result of many un-homed persons coming to the office to have a cup of coffee, congregate and 
use the bathroom without being on any particular AA business, or having any "desire to stop drinking" 
as evidenced by their lack of sobriety.  It was decided that a sign would be placed on the front door 
reading "no public restroom" and that coffee which had been in the front room and available to all, 
would now be in the back office and made available to volunteers and persons coming to the office to 
purchase literature and do other AA related business.  It was thought that while this be the "new norm" 
that the right to make exceptions would be at the discretion of volunteers working at the time.  This new 
policy will be revisited in three months. 
 
Thank you for letting me be of service. 
Brian Rose, Chair 
Emerald Valley Intergroup 
 

Westside Central Office Report 
 
Hello Area 58!  We are the Westside Central Office, an Intergroup that serves the Western Portland 
metropolitan area. 
 
On June 4th, we hosted a 12th Step Workshop. The Workshop had two great speakers, Rand A and 
Renee K. Rand shared his wealth of experience on working with wet drunks. Renee offered her 
experience 12th Stepping through our A.A. Hotline. We had nine people in attendance which was not 
bad considering June 4th was the first Saturday this year with warm sunny weather. We hope to offer 
this workshop again; possibly in the fall. 
 
We are happy to report that all office volunteer shifts are now filled. Our office is staffed with a volunteer 
each Saturday from 12noon – 4pm. During these hours, visitors can purchase A.A. literature at cost 
and pick up meeting schedules and other A.A. information for free. 
 
Our CPC Committee has teamed up with CPC Committees from Area 58 and Districts 23 and 27 to 
target various professionals including law enforcement and the clergy. To help coordinate efforts, the 
CPC Committees are now meeting on a quarterly basis. To learn more about these meetings, send an 
email to cpc@westsidecentraloffice.com. 
 
We will hold elections for most of our service positions at our office this Monday, September 19th, from 
7pm – 8pm. Please visit our website, www.westsidecentraloffice.com, for a list of open service positions 
and for directions to our office. 
 
In Loving Service, 
The Westside Central Office 
 
 
 
 
Flyers begin on next page. 
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